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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore program evaluators’ perceptions about what
they consider to be the essential practices, elements, or attributes of collaborative evaluation
approaches (CEAs). This topic was investigated because of the increasing use of CEAs within
the field and the ambiguity about what does and does not constitute a CEA. Several researchers
have proposed frameworks that attempt to define the essential elements that distinguish CEAs
from other evaluation approaches; however, the literature still lacks consensus on their exact
nature. It was through an examination of evaluators’ viewpoints on the subject using Q
Methodology that this study attempted to provide the field with empirical evidence clarifying the
nature of CEAs.
Thirty-two program evaluators sorted 40 statements describing evaluation practices,
elements, and approaches on a continuum from “least essential to CEAs” (-4) to “most essential
to CEAs” (+4). These 32 sorts were factor analyzed and rotated. Following these procedures,
four factors emerged that represented different perspectives on CEAs. Interpretation of these
factors yielded distinct themes. These factor themes were named: (a) Culturally Connect with
Stakeholders, (b) Talk to Stakeholders and Trust Will Follow, (c) Teach and Empower
Stakeholders, and (d) Facilitate Stakeholder Communication.
The results of this study illustrate a varied assortment of perspectives that value culture,
trust building, evaluation capacity building and empowerment, and communication as
cornerstones to CEAs. Although this study was intended to be exploratory, the viewpoints that
emerged help validate the literature about the purposes and dimensions that define and drive
CEAs. Furthermore, this study indicates that while the primary goals of CEAs are relatively
static, the means for achieving them will differ.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
Program evaluation has its foundations in accountability and systematic social inquiry
(Christie & Alkin, 2008). Specifically, the need to establish program accountability is the
historical impetus for program evaluation, and systematic social inquiry provides the means to
ensure that evaluation provides meaningful information to address accountability. These two
foundations have, in turn, prompted Alkin (2012) to conceptualize program evaluation as
consisting of three ideological approaches. These approaches are aptly named or classified as
methods, valuing, and use.
Theorists, practitioners, and models that are thought to fall within the methods
classification are seen as focusing on achieving the goals of accountability primarily through
experimental and quasi-experimental design that allows for treatment effects to be measured and
generalized. It must be stressed that although evaluation has its roots in social science and
psychological research, the purposes are different. Specifically, the former’s aim is to provide
context specific accountability knowledge, and the latter’s aim is to create generalizable
knowledge. Regardless, the methods approach is epitomized by its reliance on the scientific
paradigm to provide information related to accountability. This approach has contributed and
continues to contribute immensely to the field of evaluation; however, some researchers might
argue that it overlooks a primary function of program evaluation, an important difference that
distinguishes evaluators from researchers. This argument, which began to take shape in the
1960’s, produced the valuing approach to evaluation. Specifically, evaluators subscribing to the
valuing approach argue that what differentiates them from researchers is that they must place
value on their findings (Alkin, Patton, & Weiss, 1990; Scriven, 1967, 2003; Stufflebeam, 2001).
As such, it is not enough to simply provide findings from an evaluation; evaluators must make
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judgments as to the quality of these findings, typically within the context of the program being
evaluated.
The last of the three approaches, use, has developed as a response to the need for
evaluations that provide more meaningful results to program stakeholders, especially, in regards
to informing their decision making. In this respect, the use approach places less emphasis on
accountability and more emphasis on making evaluation useful to those being evaluated. In
evaluation parlance the object being evaluated is referred to as an evaluand if it is an object or
thing, or evaluee if it is a person. Although evaluation’s roots in accountability require that it
provide information for being answerable, often referred to as summative evaluation (Scriven,
1967), the use approach clearly demonstrates the desire of evaluators to provide information to
stakeholders that will help program improvement (Alkin et al., 1990). Evaluations that focus on
processes and program improvement are typically referred to as formative (Scriven, 1967).
From its inception, the idea of use in evaluation focused primarily on use of findings
from evaluation studies (Weiss, 1998). However, as the concept evolved within the evaluation
community, additional types of use, such as process use, were defined and studied. Alkin and
Taut (2003) theorized that finding use and process use represent two broad categories of
evaluation use, and under each of these two categories are an addition six types of use which
they called instrumental finding use, conceptual finding use, legitimative finding use,
instrumental process use, conceptual process use, and symbolic process use. Finding use has
typically been viewed as use of evaluation summative results to aid in program improvement;
whereas, process use often results in changes in thinking or behavior within individuals as a
result of learning from participation in the evaluation process and may or may not translate to
changes in program operations by the individuals (Patton, 2008). The distinctions between each
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of the six types of uses will be discussed at length in subsequent sections of this dissertation, but
the defining differences between the two broad categories of finding and process use is
instructive because the concept of use has been a driving factor in spawning the development of
collaborative evaluation approaches (CEAs). For example, it has been theorized that evaluation
approaches that actively encourage non-evaluator stakeholders to participate in evaluations will
result in greater ownership of evaluations, and greater use of evaluation results and processes for
program improvement (Chouinard, 2013).
The term CEAs is a large umbrella term for evaluation models that seek to involve
stakeholders in the decision making process of an evaluation (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012).
There is some argument as whether this umbrella term should be called CEAs or stakeholder
involvement approaches with the crux of the debate revolving around whether the defining
aspect of these approaches is stakeholder involvement or collaboration between stakeholders and
evaluators (Cousins, Whitmore, & Shulha, 2013, 2014; Fetterman, Rodriguez-Campos,
Wandersman, & O’Sullivan, 2014). For purposes of this dissertation I utilized the CEAs
terminology because it highlights shared decision making involved in these approaches.
Green et al. (1995) defined CEAs as “systematic inquiry with the collaboration of those
affected by the issue being studied for purposes of education and taking action or affecting social
change” (p. 4). This definition highlights a desired outcome of the approach; specifically,
program change or improvement through shared decision making. Also implied in this definition
are the ideas of evaluation capacity building and empowerment of stakeholders, which are both
desired results of CEAs and a reason for their increased use as evaluation models.
The push for more transparency in program spending and operations over the past several
decades has been an impetus for the increase in development of CEAs. Because CEAs
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encourage a more democratic approach where evaluators “do with, and not to or for” program
stakeholders, these models create a sharing environment in which methods and processes are
open to examination and modification, thus increasing transparency which aides in
accountability, and empowers stakeholders, especially historically disenfranchised stakeholders.
Furthermore, through increased participation in the evaluation decision making, these approaches
encourage evaluation capacity building, which seeks to increase evaluation cultures within
organizations through a better understanding of evaluation processes by stakeholder participation
in evaluation decision making (Preskill & Boyle, 2008). Furthermore, it is theorized that
increased participation in evaluation activities allows stakeholders to gain a better understanding
of the general and technical aspects of evaluation, thus allowing them to incorporate this
knowledge into their regular activities, ultimately creating organizations that are better prepared
to conduct future evaluation activities (Cousins & Earl, 1992; Fetterman, Rodriguez-Campos, &
Zukoski, 2019).
As the above discussions illustrate, there are a wide variety of reasons for conducting
CEAs, such as increasing use of evaluation findings and processes, facilitating program
improvement, empowering stakeholders, and promoting evaluation capacity building. These
aims can be classified into three main categories that include pragmatic reasons such as
increasing use and evaluation capacity, political and societal reasons such as providing a voice to
the disenfranchised, and lastly constructivist philosophic or epistemological reasons such as
increasing the validity of evaluation generated knowledge through sustained interaction with
stakeholders (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012). In practice, these aims are not mutually exclusive as
an evaluation can be conducted that attempts to serve one or more of these purposes. Cousins
and Whitmore (1998) proposed that in practice there are typically two streams of CEAs,
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transformative participatory evaluation and practical participatory evaluation. The former type
focuses on empowerment of disenfranchised populations through participation in the evaluation
process such that emancipation and social justice concerns are addressed, whereas the latter aims
to increase utilization of evaluation results through stakeholder participation and increasing
ownership of the processes and results of an evaluation. Over the years, many prescriptive
collaborative evaluation models have been proposed to address these aims. Transformative
participatory evaluation models include empowerment evaluation, democratic evaluation, and
participatory action research; and, practical participatory evaluation models include stakeholderbased evaluation, developmental evaluation, and utilization-focused evaluation (Cousins &
Chouinard, 2012; Fetterman et al., 2019; House & Howe, 2003; Patton, 1986, 2008).
Regardless of the goal of an evaluation, CEAs share a common strategy of increasing
participant involvement in an evaluation; however, due to the wide range of prescriptive models
that fall within the umbrella of CEAs, there is considerable debate as to the foundational
attributes that constitute CEAs and differentiate them from other forms of evaluation. In an
attempt to address this confusion, Cousins and Whitemore (1998) proposed a conceptual
framework for identifying essential elements of CEAs. Their framework consists of three
dimensions: the diversity of non-evaluator stakeholders involved in any phase of an evaluation
(diversity dimension), the depth or extent of involvement of these stakeholders during decision
making phases of the evaluation (depth dimension), and who has control over technical
evaluation decisions (control dimension). They then created scales for each of these three
dimensions to use as a tool to categorize the nature and extent to which an evaluation or
evaluation model is collaborative. The diversity dimension categorically ranges from the
inclusion of only primary stakeholders to all legitimate stakeholder groups. The depth dimension
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ranges from consultation (implying no decision-making authority for stakeholders) to deep
participation, namely involvement in all evaluation tasks by stakeholders (i.e., design, data
collection, data analysis, reporting, and decisions about dissemination of findings and use). The
control dimension ranges from total control by the evaluator to total control by other
stakeholders (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998; Daigneault & Jacob, 2009).
One particularly important contention Cousins and Whitemore (1998) made with this
framework was that if an evaluation is rated or scores positively on any one of the three scales
then it should be considered collaborative regardless of how it rated on any of the other
dimensions. Another important consideration of their framework is that some of the dimensional
scales do not have a zero or null factor. Instead they rank from low to high, making it difficult to
distinguish collaborative from non-collaborative evaluations as opposed to ranges of
collaborative approaches. Despite this latter deficiency, the framework has received
considerable attention by researchers as a means of classifying evaluations as collaborative.
More recently, Daigneault and Jacob (2009) attempted to operationalize the Cousins and
Whitemore (1998) framework. This quantification scheme was the first major attempt at
creating a measurement device for assessing the degree to which an evaluation is considered
collaborative, as defined in the broad sense. An impactful conclusion of their efforts to the field
was that in order for an evaluation to be considered collaborative, it must have a collaborative
component in all three of the dimensions, not just one or two, as argued by Cousins and
Whitemore (1998), because each of these dimensions represents an essential component of
collaborative approaches that if lacking makes an evaluation non-collaborative. A second was a
difficulty in quantifying the control dimension due to a deficiency in suitable criteria. Despite
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this shortcoming, their study provides important insights into how to estimate collaboration in
practice, and is an important contribution to the field.
Although the original Cousins and Whitmore (1998) framework and subsequent
operationalization of that framework by Daigneault and Jacob (2009) provide clarity about the
essential elements that make CEAs collaborative, additional exploration is still needed as to how
these attributes are perceived in practice. Recent research such as Cousins, Shulha, Whitmore,
Al Hudib, and Gilbert’s (2016) study which investigated evaluators’ perceptions on successful vs
unsuccessful collaborative evaluations have explored evaluators’ perspectives about different
aspects of CEAs, but not specifically about the elements that distinguish these approaches from
other approaches. As such, there appears to be a gap in the literature where these attributes are
theorized and explored empirically, but program evaluators’ perceptions are not directly
investigated.
It was the purpose of the current study to fill the gap through a Q Methodology study that
directly assessed what program evaluators perceive to be the essential practices, elements, or
attributes of CEAs and help understand what elements they perceive define and distinguish
CEAs from non-collaborative approaches. The remainder of this dissertation begins with a
review of the literature about program evaluation and CEAs in an effort to elucidate past and
current trends in the field that supported the need for the current study. The literature review is
followed by a discussion about why Q methodology was selected for the current study, and how
it was used to conduct the study. Next, the results from this study are presented highlighting
decisions that were made during the analysis and ending with an interpretation of these results.
Lastly, the results of the study are discussed within the larger context of the field including
strengths and limitations of the study and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In order to understand the rationale for this study it is first important to understand
program evaluation. This review of the literature attempts to provide that context by defining
program evaluation, discussing defining events in the history of program evaluation, and lastly
describing collaborative evaluation approaches (CEAs). To that end, Madaus and Kellaghan
(2000) contended that “…the conduct and nature of any evaluation is affected by how one
defines the process of evaluation, in education or in human services more broadly” (p. 19).
Their assertion begs the questions: what is evaluation, and how is it defined by practitioners and
other stakeholders? Investigating these questions provided a larger context in which to view
evaluators’ perspectives about CEAs, which is the focus of this study.
Providing answers to these questions is an important first step toward helping to clarify
how CEAs fit within and are important to the overall field of evaluation, and why studying
evaluators’ perspectives about what elements or attributes are essential to CEAs can help
improve our understanding of evaluation practices. Thus, my initial discussion will focus on
creating a working definition of evaluation. Throughout this discussion, I shall intertwine a
secondary theme of the difference between evaluation and research-generated knowledge in an
effort to further stress the importance of exploring evaluators’ perspectives about CEAs. I will
begin by describing what many believe are the two core aspects of evaluation that distinguish it
from other disciplines; valuing or accountability and program improvement. I will demonstrate
the commonality between these core aspects and illustrate ways this commonality leads to an
important consideration for evaluation models: evaluation use. This definition discussion will be
followed by a review of the historical roots of program evaluation that have led to CEAs. Lastly,
this historical account will be followed by a description of CEAs which will help promote my
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overall definition of program evaluation, and more importantly guided the implementation of this
study.
What is Evaluation?
Program evaluation has been defined in many ways through its history. For example,
Weiss (1998) defined it as “the systematic assessment of the operation and/or outcomes of a
program or policy, compared to a set of explicit or implicit standards as a means of contributing
to the improvement of the program or policy” (p. 4). Currently, the American Evaluation
Association says that “evaluation involves assessing the strengths and weaknesses of programs,
policies, personnel, products, and organizations to improve their effectiveness” (AEA, n.d.). In
layman’s terms, evaluation is an act or instance of evaluating or appraising (“Evaluation,” n.d.),
and this act is defined as the process of ascertaining or setting the amount of value of something,
or judging or assessing the worth of something, appraising something (“Evaluate,” n.d.). Scriven
(2003), a founding father of modern evaluation, concurred with certain aspects of the dictionary
definition as they apply to the issues that differentiate evaluation from other disciplines.
Specifically, Scriven and others (Alkin et al., 1990; Stufflebeam, 2001) noted that making a
judgment about the value or merit of the object being evaluated (evaluand if an object or thing,
or evaluee if a person) is the distinguishing characteristic of evaluation. Stufflebeam (2001)
elucidated this viewpoint succinctly by stating that evaluation is “a study designed and
conducted to assist some audience to assess an object’s merit and worth” (p. 11). Thus, from this
point of view, making a judgment of worth distinguishes evaluation from being another type of
research discipline. For example, researchers endeavor to observe and describe natural
phenomenon in an objective fashion, often in an effort to generate generalizable knowledge.
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Evaluation takes a further step and judges the phenomenon based on explicit or implicit
standards, often in an attempt to provide context specific information.
In addition to differentiating evaluation as a distinct field and/or profession, the idea of
valuing is important because it addresses an issue that many would argue is an important purpose
of evaluation: namely, informing stakeholders as to the value of programs and policies (Wholey,
1996). In this regard, evaluation is considered an essential tool for determining accountability
and subsequent resource allocation (Rossi, Freeman, & Lipsey, 1999; Wholey, 1986, 1996). In
the most general terms, if an evaluand is judged as good, it will receive more resources in order
to continue its operation or implementation. When an evaluation is performed for accountability
purposes, it is often referred to as a summative evaluation (Scriven, 1967). Typically, these
types of evaluations are based primarily on program outcomes and whether or not these
outcomes have been judged to have met goals that are established prior to program
implementation.
Many would further argue that accountability and informed resource allocation alone are
but two of several important purposes for evaluation, purposes that further distinguish it from
social research. For example, Alkin et al. (1990) argued that “evaluation refers to the activity of
systematically collecting, analyzing, and reporting information that can then be used to change
attitudes or to improve the operation of a project or program” (p. 81). Clearly, this argument
introduces the idea that evaluation can also be used to generate information that helps improve
programs throughout their implementation, not just to make a judgment of worth at their end
stage. Scriven (1967) has broadly classified evaluations with this purpose as formative.
An examination of the constituent parts of this definition provides a logical point of brief
departure from discussing the purposes of evaluation and its distinction from research. In fact, it
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also allows me to point out a bond between evaluation and research. Specifically, Alkin’s use of
the term systematically implies that evaluation should be conducted scientifically; thus,
evaluation as defined above (and by others) could not exist or be conducted without the
procedures and methodologies that have been pioneered in other fields (Alkin et al., 1990). In
both a methodological and historical sense, the social sciences can be thought of as the founding
disciplines of evaluation (Scriven, 1994). Alkin (2012) illustrated this last point well through his
presentation of a broad categorization of theorists’ approaches to evaluation. Specifically, he
categorized evaluation theorists by their primary evaluation focuses on methods, valuing, or use.
This borrowing or use of social science methodologies is one of the reasons that
evaluation, like educational research, is considered to be a multidisciplinary field. Future
discussion will demonstrate ways that Alkin’s theorist classification ties into the historical
evolution of program evaluation. This illustration will also highlight the trend of evaluation
practice moving toward collaborative approaches.
Although both the prior quoted definitions of evaluation are brief, and many evaluation
authors have provided the field much more detailed descriptions, it is their brevity that helps to
illustrate two important purposes of evaluation and distinctions between evaluation and research.
First, evaluation can be used to provide a judgment about the value of an evaluand or evaluee.
Second, it can be used to generate information immediately relevant for specific program
improvement in contrast to generalizable knowledge generated by pure research (Alkin, 2012).
That is to say that program evaluations can inform decision makers about context specific issues
that will aid in making program improvements. Stufflebeam (2003) explicitly supported this
formative purpose of evaluation with his Context, Input, Process, Product (CIPP) evaluation
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model when he stressed that “the model’s underlying theme is that evaluation’s most important
purpose is not to prove, but to improve” (p. 31).
Based on the purposes I have described thus far, a comprehensive definition of the
constituent aspects of evaluation begins to take shape. Namely, evaluation is the systematic
investigation of an object or person to determine its merit in relation to some standard or
societal value in an effort to help inform decisions about ways to improve the object or person
within the specific context in which it or the person occurs. This definition illustrates that a
common thread between the purposes of accountability (summative evaluation) and program
improvement (formative evaluation) is the generation of information or knowledge that can be
used by decision makers to make context-specific decisions. Herein lies an important topic to
evaluation. Specifically, if a fundamental purpose of evaluation is to generate actionable
knowledge, then it is crucial to do so in ways that increase the chances that the information will
be utilized by implementers and decision makers. This is the idea of evaluation use. Initial
thinking about this idea was limited to use of findings (Weiss, 1998) and ways to increase their
use by primary stakeholders. For example, studies were conducted to determine the frequency
and the number of recommendations that were followed from evaluation reports. As the
evaluation community began, specifically, to study the phenomenon of use, its definition grew
more detailed, and concepts such as process, instrumental, and conceptual use emerged;
however, studies on use still focus primarily on findings use (Alkin & Taut, 2003).
In conceptualizing use, Alkin and Taut (2003) theorized that there are two primary
domains of evaluation use. Those are findings use and process use. Both these domains consist
of three subcategories: instrumental, conceptual, and legitimative or symbolic use. These latter
two subcategories apply to the findings and process domains respectively. Thus, there are six
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total categories of use. They include instrumental finding use, conceptual finding use,
legitimative finding use, instrumental process use, conceptual process use, and symbolic process
use. Figure 1, below, illustrates these categories and their relationships to one another (Alkin &
Taut, 2003).

Evaluation
Use
Process Use
Instrumental
Process Use

Conceptual
Process Use

Findings Use
Symbolic
Process Use

Instrumental
Findings Use

Conceptual
Findings Use

Legitimative
Findings Use

Figure 1. Types of evaluation use (Alkin & Taut, 2003)
The distinction between finding use and process use lies in the type of information and
knowledge that is generated from an evaluation. As the name implies, findings use entails
utilization of knowledge specifically generated to inform stakeholders about operation and
results of the evaluand and/or evaluee; thus, it can be both formative and summative in nature.
Conversely, process use does not result from information generated to inform stakeholders about
program operations or results. Rather, it is a result of knowledge generated from the act of
participating in an evaluation. The utility of theorizing about the subcategories is that they
provide a more specific conception of ways stakeholders actually utilize the types of evaluation
knowledge and help to acknowledge the potential for unintended consequences and benefits of
conducting an evaluation. In some ways, this sub-categorization helps to operationalize these
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larger concepts. Alkin and Taut (2003) borrowed from literature in psychology of learning by
further postulating that finding use is akin to acquiring and accumulating knowledge, whereas
process use is akin to behavior acquisition and modification.
Instrumental use for both domains occurs when stakeholders make decisions based on
knowledge generated by an evaluation directly to impact the operation of the program being
evaluated. For example, instrumental use would be occurring if stakeholders were to use
evaluation-generated knowledge to change the number of counseling sessions provided to
patients in a drug intervention program. Moreover, if this change occurred due to an evaluation
finding that patients in one group received better outcomes as a result of longer sessions, we
would consider this to be an instrumental findings use. Conversely, if this programmatic change
occurred because numerous evaluative observations of program fidelity sparked recognition that
client outcomes could also be improved from increased counseling sessions, then instrumental
process use would have occurred.
Stakeholder conceptual use occurs when stakeholders’ thinking about the program
changes, but no direct decisions are made about program operations. For example, conceptual
use occurs in the same program when the counselors start viewing their interactions with patients
as both drug rehabilitative services and avenues for the patients to experience healthy social
exchanges. In this example, no changes have been made to the way the program operates, but
the stakeholder has a changed conception of the way the services affect patients. This conceptual
change, in turn, may affect the way the counselor behaves in the future.
As may be seen from the above descriptions, it is much easier to measure instrumental
use program impacts than conceptual impacts. Furthermore, conceptual use occurs more often at
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an individual level rather than on the level of entire programs, at least in the short term before
these impacts can be articulated into changed practices.
Symbolic use occurs when evaluation-generated information and knowledge is used as a
reputation-enhancing vehicle. In these cases, the program (and in some instances program
stakeholders) increases in prestige simply through the act of participating in an evaluation. This
type of use typically results in minimal direct program improvement; thus it serves little value to
arguments about evaluation purposes. Conversely, legitimative use which is used to justify a
prior decision, thus showing the legitimacy of some prior action, can act as an evaluative
purpose. In this regard, House (Alkin et al., 1990) indirectly argued that this type of use leads to
another purpose of evaluation, especially when viewing evaluation with a political lens.
Specifically, in the policy arena, analysts often recommend policies based on working
knowledge, which can be defined as a set of assumptions, beliefs, and values cobbled together
from the sum of an individual’s life and work experiences (Alkin et al., 1990; Kennedy, 1982).
In these circumstances, evaluation can and often is used as a means to legitimize or justify a
policy decision that has already been made (Alkin et al., 1990). In this context, evaluation has
yet another purpose, and that is to provide government decision makers with a kind of scientific
authority (House, 1993).
Putting aside the political nature of program evaluation, it is useful to further clarify ways
that the symbolic and legitimative subcategories apply only to the process use and findings use
domains respectively. Specifically, reputation enhancement is a result of going through the
process of an evaluation in which findings may not necessarily be acted upon. That is to say that
symbolic use does not necessitate the use of findings. Conversely, legitimative use can only
occur if the findings support the previously made decision. Moreover, this type of use is
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dependent on summative information and does not concern itself with the actual process. Thus,
by definition, symbolic use cannot be conceptually placed under the larger findings use umbrella,
nor can legitimative use be conceptually categorized under the larger heading of process use; that
is to say that these two categorizations are mutually exclusive of one another.
Throughout the process of studying the use phenomenon, a primary aim of evaluators
was finding approaches that would increase use. The list of researchers who have contributed to
the study of evaluation utilization is extensive. Evaluation pioneers such as Stufflebeam, Alkin,
Patton, Fetterman, and Cousins have focused much of their life work on the topic. Each has
contributed multiple influential concepts to the understanding of utilization. For example,
Stufflebeam (2003), through his Context, Input, Process, Product (CIPP) Model, first introduced
the idea that evaluations should focus on generating decision making information that is driven
by context specific goals (Alkin, 2012). His model was an acute deviation from the evaluation
approaches of the time which focused primarily on experimentally sound designs (Alkin, 2012)
regardless of the potential for use of the evaluation results by program stakeholders. Alkin
(2003) expanded the idea of context to include a variety of different setting types. He theorized
that use would increase due to the creation of a broader understanding of context and
subsequently greater appeal to stakeholders. He noted that much of this understanding is
generated through constant dialogue and negotiation with primary stakeholders. Furthermore, he
prescribed interviews with more distal stakeholders so that their perspectives and concerns could
be voiced to primary stakeholders during evaluator-led negotiations.
Patton has contributed a unique perspective to evaluation utilization. He argued that
evaluation should be judged primarily through its utility and actual use. An expression of this
perspective can be seen in his utilization-focused evaluation model (U-FE) in which he
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prescribed a focus on “intended use by intended users” (Patton, 1986, 1994, 2008). U-FE
essentially calls for a tailoring of evaluations to the primary intended stakeholders’ needs. In
fact, the stakeholders really help define the meaning of use, and then every aspect of the
evaluation is geared toward ensuring both finding and process use occurs.
Incidentally, Patton also helped to establish the previously discussed concept of process
use which has subsequently been linked to evaluation capacity building among stakeholders
(Preskill & Boyle, 2008). Evaluation capacity building within stakeholder groups has been
likened to creating learning organizations and also helping to empower traditionally non-power
groups within communities (Arnold, 2006). evaluation capacity building is an important
consideration for program evaluation in general and for CEAs specifically. For example,
fostering evaluation capacity building is thought to create stakeholders who will formulate
evaluation questions that better suit their needs, collect better data, and make more meaningful
judgments of worth and thus better use of evaluation results (Labin, Duffy, Meyers,
Wandersman, & Lesesne, 2012). As such, it too bears relevance to discussions on the purpose of
evaluation, especially regarding use of results, and its relevance will be discussed in more detail
below.
As delineated above, the concept of evaluation use is vastly important to the overall field
of evaluation. Furthermore, without utilization there can be no program improvement. It is,
therefore, incumbent to include it in my definition of evaluation. Furthermore, it seems prudent
to add the two additional topics of policy context and evaluation capacity building to my
definition because of their close link to evaluation use. As such, my definition of program
evaluation has been amended to read as follows:
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Evaluation is the systematic investigation of an object or person to determine its merit in
relation to some standard or societal value in an effort to help inform decisions and educate
stakeholders through both participation in the evaluation and generation of summative finding
about ways to improve the object or person within the specific programmatic, social, and
political context in which it or the person operates.
My amended definition now consists of six components that I deem fundamental to the
purposes of program evaluation. They are:


evaluation is conducted systematically;



evaluation is conducted in an effort to provide a judgment about the worth or
value of the person or program;



evaluation promotes both process and findings use;



evaluation develops evaluation capacity building;



evaluation is intended to help improve programs; and



evaluation is intended to generate knowledge that accounts for and is primarily
applicable to the context in which it occurs.

This definition helps to elucidate the importance of investigating collaborative forms of
evaluation as they can be a tool for fulfilling some of the primary purposes of evaluation. For
example, they may help enhance utilization of evaluations by stakeholders, especially process
use, and, by way of increased utilization and subsequent stakeholder evaluation capacity, help
improve programs.
The next section of this chapter will provide a historical account of the evolution of
program evaluation to its present state. Illustrating this evolution will help to demonstrate that
evaluation is trending more and more toward collaborative approaches as time progresses
18
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(Fetterman et al., 2019). This historical account will be followed by a description of CEAs, and
the ways these approaches help promote the overall definition of program evaluation. Both the
history and CEAs discussions will further illustrate the need and importance of understanding
evaluators’ perspectives on the essential elements or attributes of CEAs because if evaluators are
utilizing these approaches more, it becomes imperative to know if they are truly achieving the
purposes of evaluation as have been defined above.
Historical Roots of Evaluation Leading to Collaborative Approaches
Tracing the roots of program evaluation, both modern and historical, can help to put the
above arguments regarding the purposes of evaluation into a historical context. To that end, the
following section will review some historical events that had a significant impact on the
evolution of evaluation. Through a review of these events, it will become evident that evaluation
has progressed from an informal accountability activity in its deepest past to a political and
social accountability tool emphasizing systematic methodologies starting at the turn of the 20 th
century and evolving further into a profession and trans-discipline (Worthen, Sanders, &
Fitzpatrick, 1997) with a focus on program improvement in its modern configuration.
The history of program evaluation can be viewed through many lenses. For the sake of
my arguments about the purposes of program evaluation, it is enlightening to approach this
history through the methods, valuing, and use framework developed by Alkin (2012) which was
discussed previously in Chapter One; however, his framework was not devised to be used to
examine historical events. Rather, it was crafted to categorize the theoretical leanings of
evaluation thinkers and practitioners. Regardless of the original intent of his framework, using it
as an interpretative lens with which to analyze the ways historical events have shaped the field of
evaluation can prove edifying. Specifically, I will apply these lenses to history in a way that
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demonstrates that evaluation has progressed from its methodological roots in the social sciences
to an emphasis on accountability through valuing and most recently evaluation utilization
(improvement) through a variety of methods such as stakeholder involvement because doing so
provides a historical background for my definition of evaluation as being relevant to the current
state of program evaluation practice and theory. This process/discourse is also instructive
because it illustrates how the history of evaluation and thus our conceptions of evaluation have
been shaped by various political and social contexts. In this regard, the process of reviewing
impactful historical events demonstrates that as political and social contexts have changed, so too
have the purposes of evaluation changed.
In providing an analysis of the links among evaluation history, Alkin’s (2012)
classification framework, and the social and political context, it is also helpful to think of this
history through a third framework consisting of seven ages as portrayed by Madaus and
Stufflebeam (2000). These ages are the age of reform (1792-1900), the age of efficiency and
testing (1900-1930), the Tylerian age (1930-1945), the age of innocence (1946-1957), the age of
development (1958-1972), the age of professionalization (1973-1983), and the age of expansion
and integration (1983-2000). I then extend this time line by creating a final age called the age of
participation and capacity building (2001-present). This age will be described in greater detail
below. A melding of Alkin’s framework, social and political contexts, and Madaus and
Stufflebeam’s ages provides support for my overall definition of evaluation and the historical
evolution that has cemented my thinking about evaluation. The conjunction of these ages,
Alkin’s framework, and the social and political contexts is displayed in Figure 2.
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Age of reform and methods (1792-1900). According to Madaus and Stufflebeam
(2000), program evaluation can trace its roots back to 1792 and the Age of Reform, so named for
the movements toward social improvements in many areas such as education and public health.
Throughout this period, evaluation primarily achieved the goal of accountability through
informal methods such as royal commissions. The Powis Commission, which relied on
testimony and other less formal methods to make its recommendations, illustrates this approach
(Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). These types of inquiries are the precursor to the United
Kingdom’s still existing educational external inspectorate assessment system. Regardless of the
appearance of social action and accountability, these commissions still served the primary
purpose of supporting the political motivations of the establishment. Despite the fact that
commissions were the predominant form of evaluation during this age, a few events sowed the
beginning seeds of systematic methodologies in evaluation practice. In fact, this age began with
such a seed. Specifically, William Farish’s invention of quantitative school grades is considered
the progenitor of modern student testing because it allowed for aggregating and averaging of
scores (Postman, 1993); thus, quantitative grades allowed for an objective comparison of
students and the systematic study of student and school performance. Prior to this point,
examination of students had relied solely upon qualitative professional assessments by teachers.
This event clearly marks the beginning of a quantitative methodological approach to evaluation
(Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000).
Several additional events of this age mark a turn toward systematic approaches to
evaluation, and I will focus on two of them. Specifically, the 1815 U.S. Army Ordnance
Department’s Uniformity of Manufacture of All Arms Ordnance Program and Joseph Rice’s
comparative study on student spelling instruction offer two examples in which formal
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methodologies made use of systematic data collection (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). The
former program was perhaps the first formal evaluation study in the United States and was a
forerunner to scientific management and the next age. The latter study is considered the first
formal educational program evaluation in the United States and is considered a harbinger of the
experimental design which is still considered by many to be the gold standard in evaluation
design. Rice implemented a comparative study in which he used quantitative student grades to
determine the effectiveness of different instructional strategies for teaching spelling. His results
illustrated that longer hours spent teaching spelling to students did not result in significantly
better scores for these students (Engelhart & Thomas, 1966). Rice subsequently recommended
that teachers needed to reexamine their teaching approaches by becoming experimentalists and
quantitative thinkers. Although these recommendations can be considered the seeds of a focus
on program improvement in evaluation, they did not take root in the thinking of evaluators or as
a primary goal of evaluation until many decades had passed. The driving goal of evaluation
remained social and political accountability.
Age of efficiency and testing (1900-1930). As the name implies, evaluation in this age
was greatly influenced by the work of Fredrick Taylor and advancements in methodological
aspects of testing (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). Another major influence was the formation of
accreditation bodies. Both the efficiency and testing movements had a profound effect on the
evaluation field in terms of methodologies and purposes. Specifically, this age witnessed a huge
proliferation of objective and eventually norm-referenced surveys which changed the ways
evaluators constructed studies and influenced the way findings were used (Madaus &
Stufflebeam, 2000). As the influence of Taylor’s Scientific Management movement might
suggest, the aim of implementing these survey studies was to improve efficiency. The move
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toward program improvement as a function of evaluation had begun. When viewed through a
social and political lens, it is not uncommon to find that these studies were often initiated as a
way to provide evidence against existing programs solely as a means to enact desired political
change (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). In this regard, some of these studies could be equated to
studies initiated by today’s partisan think tanks. Despite these negative political motivations,
evaluators of the time did their best to avoid these types of influences.
In contrast to the methodological and improvement focus spurred by Scientific
Management, accreditation served as a sort of accountability movement motivated from within
the respective professional communities under which the accreditation bodies formed (Scriven,
2000). Flexner’s judgment of Chicago medical schools serves as a primary example of this sort
of accountability from within (Stake, 2000). As a result of his observations, a large number of
these schools shut down. Although the result of these closures may have been improved medical
training for the profession, there were no attempts to ensure that any schools took the necessary
steps toward improvement. Like the studies prompted by a desire for increased efficiency,
Flexner’s reports were initiated within small local contexts, and the quality of programs was
necessarily subjected to professional judgment. The next age brought a broader
conceptualization of evaluation whose methodologies allowed for a more “objective” means of
judgment and wider diversity of stakeholder populations.
Tylerian age (1930-1945). Ralph Tyler, whom many consider to be the father of
educational evaluation, greatly influenced this age. Three other world events also greatly shaped
the field, specifically, the Great Depression and subsequent New Deal policies enacted to combat
it, and the rise of the Axis resulting in World War II. Tyler’s greatest influence on the field is
best portrayed as bearing methodological fruits, whereas the New Deal policies and World War
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II can be seen as influencing the federal government’s role in creating and funding large-scale
programs (Worthen et al., 1997). Although the influence these world events had on evaluation
from a social and political context cannot be overstated, their impacts on evaluation were not
enormously felt during the age in which they occurred. For example, the New Deal set the stage
for the massive national social engineering efforts initiated during the 1960’s which, in turn,
spawned the era of modern evaluation. Without the policy groundwork, such as Social Security,
laid during the New Deal, the War on Poverty may never have been possible, and the mandatory
evaluation provision in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act may never have been
conceived. Although World War II also prompted delayed effects, they were rooted in an
obviously different need. Specifically, the need to create an effective and efficient military
promoted an increase in applied social research and evaluation. Like the Army Ordnance Act
during the Age of Reform, there was a great need to determine effective strategies in personnel
training and all aspects of the military. This increased need for applied social science and
evaluation increased practice and experimentation with different methodologies. Naturally, the
fruits of these methodological experimentations were not felt immediately.
Tyler’s greatest influence on evaluation was through his introduction of an objectiveoriented approach to evaluation (Watras, 2006). His work on the Eight Year Study introduced
this approach to the world and proved to be instrumental in changing the way evaluation was
previously conducted. Prior to his work, accreditation or subjective professional judgment
approaches and highly restrictive experimental design approaches were the two primary
approaches. Tyler’s work helped free the field from the constraints of the experimental design,
while also providing the quantifiable data absent in the accreditation approach (Madaus &
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Stufflebeam, 2000). His approach also led to an increased emphasis on program improvement
nested in the local context of the program.
Age of innocence (1946-1957). The age of Innocence is so named because it was a time
during which great racial and economic disparities existed in the United States and abroad but
were ignored as the world attempted to recover from the devastation and shock of World War II
(Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). During this period, testing methodology and technology were
demonstrated to be supremely economically viable with the establishment of the Educational
Testing Service. Its establishment also provided a huge boost to the technological and
methodological advancements of this trans-discipline. Methodological preferences established
during the prior age were also beginning to take root. For example, Lindquist’s (1953) seminal
work on the statistical principles of experimental design were both a boon to this methodology
and in some cases an insurmountable burden to the field’s progression and re-envisioned
purposes formulated in subsequent ages. The Age of Innocence is seen to have ended in a
metaphorical and literal bang with the successful launch of Sputnik into space by the Russians
(Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000).
Age of development (1958-1972). This age marked the dawn of processes that can be
considered modern program evaluation. As noted previously, it was an era with deep roots in the
Tylerian Age; however, it began in fear with a reaction to a wounded national pride. Out of this
wound and surrounding social and political context was born the National Defense Act of 1958.
The results of this Act were never before seen federal expenditures on educational programs
nationwide (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). Naturally, the dominant research methodology of
the time, experimental design, was used to evaluate the programs funded by these acts.
Unfortunately, this design was unable to meet the information needs of every different funded
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program. The response to this methodological failure from evaluation practitioners was a call to
re-envision the purpose of evaluation. The result of this call was healthy and sometimes scathing
commentary on the lessons learned over the years. An example of this commentary can be seen
in Cronbach’s (1963) seminal work criticizing past evaluation studies and calling for new
directions in evaluation (Worthen et al., 1997). Many researchers, theoreticians, and
philosophers from a diverse range of fields answered Cronbach’s call. Two resulting works were
Scriven’s seminal paper regarding the need for a greater emphasis on summative evaluation and
Stake’s seminal paper on the process he later termed Responsive Evaluation (Scriven, 1967;
Stake, 1967). In creating a distinction between formative and summative evaluation, Scriven’s
work marked the beginning of a theoretical and practical emphasis on valuing in evaluation.
Conversely, Stake’s work took a more constructivist tack and focused on multiple conceptions of
value as seen by the various stakeholder groups involved in the program (Abma & Stake, 2001)
and, thus, laid the roots for future participant-oriented evaluation approaches such as
stakeholder-based evaluation and a focus on program improvement and use.
The vast theoretical development of the field during this period was made possible by the
social and political context created by the War on Poverty and the Great Society movements
initiated by Presidents Kennedy and Johnson (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000; Preskill, 2003;
Rossi et al., 1999; Worthen et al., 1997). The wide-ranging programs funded by these
legislations created a heightened demand for accountability by society and politicians; however,
it was not until the evaluation mandate in Titles I and III of Elementary and Secondary Education
Act that these demands were fulfilled. This event truly marked the beginning of modern
evaluation. Unfortunately, sufficiently adaptive evaluation methodologies were still in their
infancy, and the field was not able to meet the demand of the numerous programs. As is often
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the case, this need spurred an increased pace of development, and by 1973 evaluation was on its
way to becoming a distinct profession and trans-discipline (Worthen et al., 1997).
Age of professionalization (1973-1983). As the name implies, this age witnessed the
evolution of evaluation as a distinct profession. The progression to professionalism was again
rooted in the context of the social and political backdrop of the times. Specifically, the Great
Society projects did not eliminate poverty or produce the other societal changes that were
expected and desired. In fact, evaluations of these projects illustrated that the large amounts of
money being poured into the programs were not producing significant changes (Rossi et al.,
1999). The concurrent economic downturn of the 1970’s moved many to focus on fiscal
conservatism and greater accountability for government spending (Rossi et al., 1999). In light of
these trends, evaluation was seen as more important than ever. Society demanded more
efficiency from its government, and evaluation was seen as one way to provide the information
to tell the tale. As such, valuing as a function of evaluation highlighted by Scriven (1967) was
becoming an even greater goal.
In response to these trends, many government agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA), began to form their own internal
evaluation units (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2009). A symbolic event of the increasing
institutionalization of evaluation in government occurred in 1980 when the U.S. Government
Accountability Office (GAO) reclassified many of its auditors and management analysts as
evaluators (Krusten, 2018). The GAO had been influenced by the increased evaluation demands
of society during the 1970’s through the hiring of professionals from varying backgrounds such
as healthcare and information management, and the reclassification of its auditors emphasized its
recognition of a changed organizational mission. The institutionalization of evaluation in
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governmental agencies also hinted at the increasing recognition that evaluation could be used as
a means to provide scientific justification for the continuation or elimination of programs.
The events that perhaps best epitomized evaluation’s evolution into a profession occurred
in 1976 with the formation of two professional societies dedicated solely to evaluation. Namely,
the two societies were the Evaluation Network (EN) which consisted primarily of school-based
or educational evaluators, and the Evaluation Research Society (ERS), which predominantly had
government-based evaluators and social science researchers as members (Russ-Eft & Preskill,
2009; Stufflebeam, 2003). Although each society attracted different types of evaluation thinkers
and practitioners, membership in the societies allowed for increased debate and sharing of ideas
among professionals. The general results of these ongoing discussions and debates were greater
clarification of the purposes of evaluation and a broader proliferation of evaluators throughout
the workforce. Unfortunately, it took approximately nine years and the progression to another of
Madaus and Stufflebeam’s (2000) ages for these two societies to officially come together. It is
not implausible to think that this merger occurred because of the expansion and integration of
evaluation into numerous governmental agencies that started in this age and blossomed
throughout many sectors in the next age. However, this merger marks an important milestone of
the next age; thus, further discussion shall be reserved until we progress to that point in this
historical overview.
Another seemingly natural result of the disillusionment resulting from the failures of the
Great Society programs and concurrent fiscal conservatism was a concern over the use of
evaluation findings. If evaluation was seen as a way to ensure government accountability, then it
was crucial to ensure that the results of these evaluations were used by decision makers to make
program improvements. This concern sparked a wave of research on the ideas of social research
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utilization, known as knowledge utilization and evaluation utilization. Although the idea of
evaluation utilization began to take shape during the latter years of the age of development, it is
during the age of professionalism that a serious explosion in this research area began. Carol
Weiss’s book chapter entitled “Utilization of Evaluation: Toward Comparative Study” (1972)
started the thinking about evaluation utilization, but the conceptual roots of thinking on this
subject truly began in the social sciences with exploration of knowledge utilization. From this
field sprang the ideas of different types of use, such as instrumental and conceptual use discussed
previously.
Although similar, there are subtle differences between research on knowledge utilization
and evaluation utilization. Some of these differences are reviewed in the previous section;
however, a brief refresher is helpful. The primary difference lies in the different purpose of
social research and evaluation. Specifically, the purpose of social research is the generation of
generalizable knowledge; whereas, the purpose of evaluation is to produce decision-oriented
knowledge (Alkin, 2003). Although evaluation utilization research has been greatly influenced
by knowledge utilization research, the difference in the purposes of these disciplines has
generated differing conceptions of use. Born from the exploration of evaluation utilization and
central to my current research study is the idea of stakeholder participation and evaluation use.
This idea was born during the age of professionalism, but truly blossomed during the next age;
however, like all change, its roots were predicated by the prior events that have hitherto been
described. Regardless, this age marks the start of a focus on evaluation utilization.
Age of expansion and integration (1983-2000). President Reagan continued the trend
of fiscal conservatism with his economic policies termed Reaganomics. Although his
presidential tenure spanned both this age and the previous age, his policies of reducing
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government spending, with particular emphasis on reducing social programs, had a greater
impact on evaluation during this age. In fact, despite his policies, which greatly curtailed the
federal evaluation requirements established during the 1960s and 1970s, evaluation continued to
proliferate throughout federal agencies (Madaus & Stufflebeam, 2000). More importantly, his
policies influenced the proliferation of evaluation into state and local governments. This
expansion and integration trend is the hallmark of this age.
Integration of evaluation and the spread of evaluation thinking into the highest levels of
the federal government are well illustrated through the enactment of the Government
Performance Results Act (GPRA) of 1993. GPRA called for all federal agencies to report to the
Office of Management and Budget and Congress regarding strategic plans and performance
measurement. Although these requirements may seem like standard government operating
procedures, an important innovation lay in the purpose of the act which was to allow for more
transparency of government operations and spending, especially for public scrutiny. In fact, the
Act specifically stated that a purpose was to “improve the confidence of the American people in
the capability of the Federal Government, by systematically holding Federal agencies
accountable for achieving program results” (GPRA, 1993, b.1). This Act provided evidence that
evaluation had become an important tool for scientific justification and policy decision making;
however, GPRA’s reliance on objective and performance-based evaluation (Russ-Eft & Preskill,
2009) revealed the policy makers’ failure to completely embrace many of the alternative
innovations in evaluation design that had been generated as a result of the expansion of
evaluation as a profession and trans-discipline. Regardless, GPRA provided evidence that
evaluation had become entrenched into the everyday thinking of decision makers at many levels
of organizations. This fact is well illustrated by the focus on evaluation capacity building that
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was introduced during the last age in our history. Furthermore, the institutionalization of
evaluation within governmental and non-governmental organizations represented these entities’
understanding of the need to provide scientific justification for their actions, and more
importantly, their increased understanding of both the need to consider stakeholders needs during
the process of evaluating and in use of evaluation findings.
Concurrent with the government integration of evaluation was the merger of the
Evaluation Network and the Evaluation Research Society into the American Evaluation
Association in 1985 (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2009). This merger marked the coming together of
evaluation practitioners from different backgrounds and was an important crossroad because it
created more collegiality and a locus for exchange of ideas across practice and theoretical
settings. It is important to consider that the expansion of evaluation into more levels of
government and the private sector made the formation of a single professional society inevitable
(Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2009). As evaluation has been integrated into varying levels of
government and organizations, evaluators have recognized the ever increasing need to present a
consistent and unified message regarding ways evaluation should be incorporated into
accountability and transparency efforts, policy advocacy, and evaluation results use. These
recognitions may also be considered a direct push back on the overreliance on single methods
and the perceived misuse of evaluation purposes. As such, the constituencies of each society
recognized the enormous benefits of sharing ideas from different evaluation settings and the need
to provide the driving force behind the direction that evaluation should take (Russ-Eft & Preskill,
2009). This later point is one of the defining aspects of a profession (Downie, 1990), and
evaluators have striven to accomplish it. The merger that established the AEA has helped toward
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meeting this end as the AEA and its international counterparts, among other efforts, continuously
strive to provide guidelines for professional standards.
During this age and the next age, there has been a greater push toward more stakeholderdriven forms of evaluation (Shulha & Cousins, 1997). Based on the existing political climate of
accountability and transparency, one can see the reasons that evaluation would trend in this
direction. Specifically, collaborative models of evaluation allow for a more open and democratic
approach to evaluation, thus allowing for a greater degree of transparency in spending and
operations. This trend has also been supported by theoreticians and practitioners who see it as a
way to increase the use of evaluations. The thinking goes that stakeholder-driven evaluations
will more succinctly address aspects of programs that are most pressing to the stakeholders; thus,
the results and processes garnered from these evaluations will be more pertinent to the
stakeholders, and they will be more inclined to use them when making decisions about the
program (Patton, 1994, 2008). An additional perceived benefit of CEAs is the opportunity for
evaluation capacity building. Specifically, it is theorized that increased participation will allow
stakeholders to gain a better understanding of the general and technical aspects of evaluation,
thus allowing them to incorporate this knowledge into their regular activities (Cousins & Earl,
1992; Fetterman et al., 2019).
Regardless of the reasons for this trend, the fact is that collaborative approaches to
evaluation became more prevalent during this age. The proliferation of multiple evaluation
models during this age led Cousins and Whitmore (1998) to develop the classification scheme
described in the next section of this chapter, titled “what are collaborative evaluation
approaches?.” It is important to note that their work has provided a sort of common ground or
unifying framework for practitioners from varying disciplines to discuss differing approaches to
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CEAs. Furthermore, they have laid the ground work for more in-depth studies on the effects of
participation on evaluation use that are occurring during the next or current age in this timeline
(Daigneault & Jacob, 2009).
Age of participation and evaluation capacity building (2001-present). The most
impactful events to occur in the final or current age in our history of program evaluation revolve
around the continuation of fiscal conservatism, transparency, and accountability through
quantitative performance measurement. All of these trends are intertwined with each other and
with the desire for scientific justification and validation. The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act
of 2001 is a prime example of the emphasis placed on performance measurement and public
accountability in the educational arena. Although this legislation is a positive step in the
direction of further integrating evaluation into the public eye, some find fault with the singular
emphasis on quantitative methods stressed by the legislation. Specifically, there seems to be a
regression on the process that is considered scientific validation in many circles. As a result, the
philosophical debates between positivism and constructivism have risen to the forefront again (if
they ever really subsided) in the domain of policy and evaluation (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2009).
Unfortunately, the progress that was made in prior ages regarding the value given to qualitative
and mixed methods ways of knowing by policy makers and the public seems to have taken a
back seat, again, to the experimental design. The preference shown to studies utilizing these
design types cited in resources such as the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) and the National
Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP) illustrate this value emphasis.
Despite, or perhaps because of, the potential philosophical and methodological
shortcomings sparked by the highly prescriptive measurement requirements of the NCLB
legislation (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2009) and their meaning to policy decisions, evaluation
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professionals have been pushed to review, revise, and improve their own methodologies.
Furthermore, practitioners from multiple fields have been moved to garner a better understanding
of ways to conduct evaluation. This trend has been embraced by evaluators as a means to foster
a deeper understanding of multiple methods by these practitioners and has resulted in the process
referred to as evaluation capacity building. In this vein, collaborative evaluation models can play
a crucial role in enhancing evaluation capacity building efforts as they encourage participants to
be educated about evaluation in order to be effective (Patton, 2008). Although there have been
many advances in both collaborative models of evaluation and evaluation capacity building
during the two last decades, it is difficult to say that any few works or events have had a
significant impact on the field due to the brief amount of time available to determine effect.
Despite the short time frame on which to reflect about impact, it is possible to illustrate debates
that have occurred. In this regard, Rodríguez-Campos (2012) provided an excellent recent
history of stakeholder-based evaluation debates and discussions. In this work, she referenced an
article that I include in my timeline because of its connection to Cousins and Whitmore’s (1998)
seminal work and the direct relevance it bears to my current study. This article is by Daigneault
and Jacob (2009) and is titled “Toward Accurate Measurement of Participation: Rethinking the
Conceptualization and Operationalization of Participatory Evaluation.” According to RodríguezCampos (2012), “These authors claimed that the concept of participatory evaluation is
ambiguous and, as an original effort, they suggested an alternative that could contribute to the
empirical knowledge of participatory evaluation.” (p. 68). Her assessment of their contention is
important, especially when viewed in light of my overall history. Specifically, many prescriptive
stakeholder-based evaluation models have been proposed over the years, and it is important to
review and test these models against the criteria they propose to enhance and promote.
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This section has illustrated the transformation of program evaluation from an informal
accountability process in its earliest stages to its current standing as a trans-discipline consisting
of a multitude of theories and prescriptive methodologies describing its purposes and how it
should be conducted. The result of this evolution is a discipline that continues to be defined by
two primary purposes: providing judgment based decisions for accountability through a variety
of methodologies, and the facilitation of program improvement. The more recent movement to
facilitate program improvement has pushed the field to investigate ways of increasing use of
program evaluation results, and the current trend to accomplish this goal is through CEAs which
increase stakeholder involvement throughout the entire process of conducting program
evaluation. Because CEAs have the potential to increase evaluation use, which is also a defining
characteristic of program evaluation, it is important to explore how practitioners perceive these
methods. The next section of this chapter will discuss CEAs in further detail.
What Are Collaborative Evaluation Approaches?
As Patton illustrated with his U-FE model, stakeholder participation is intended to
increase evaluation utilization and through this increase achieve a number of goals such as
building evaluation capacity, improving programs, and empowering disenfranchised populations
(Patton, 2008). Many researchers have explored approaches that seek to engage stakeholders as
active participants in the evaluation process (Brandon, Smith, Trenholm & Devaney, 2010;
Cartland, Ruch-Ross, Mason, & Donohue, 2008). Broadly, these approaches fall under the
auspices of collaborative forms of inquiry. The diverse reasons for using CEAs can be classified
into three broad categories that include pragmatic reasons such as increasing use and evaluation
capacity, political and societal reasons such as providing a voice to the disenfranchised, and
lastly philosophic or epistemological reasons such as increasing the validity of evaluation
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generated knowledge through sustained interaction with stakeholders (Cousins & Chouinard,
2012). Over the years, many prescriptive models have been developed to help engage
stakeholders in the evaluation process with the above aims in mind. Five examples include
deliberative democratic evaluation, utilization focused evaluation, collaborative evaluation,
participatory evaluation, and empowerment evaluation (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012; Fetterman
et al., 2019; House & Howe, 2003; Patton, 1986, 2008). These are but a few of the dozens of
prescriptive collaborative approaches. Each of these models provides a different approach to
collaborative evaluation inquiry, and each also has different goals or purposes for using these
approaches. Due to the dizzying array of stakeholder-focused evaluation approaches that have
been developed over the years, there is a great deal of debate over both the methods that
constitute CEAs, and the attributes that differentiate them from other forms of evaluation.
Cousins and Whitmore (1998) first tackled these issues by developing a conceptual framework
that distills the foundational or essential components of CEAs. Through their framework,
Cousins and Whitmore (1998) proposed that evaluations can be rated on three process
dimensions to determine whether or not they are collaborative. Furthermore, in rating
evaluations on these three dimensions, they proposed that different CEAs, such as those listed
above, can be better distinguished from one another. The three dimensions in their framework
are the person(s) who has control over the technical aspects of an evaluation, the diversity of the
stakeholder types selected to participate in the evaluation, and the depth or extent of participation
of the selected stakeholders.
In terms of control over an evaluation, Cousins and Whitmore (1998) proposed that an
evaluation can be completely evaluator controlled, stakeholder controlled, or some combination
of the two. On this dimension, an evaluation that provides at least some control to non-evaluator
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stakeholders is considered collaborative. The stakeholder diversity dimension entails the types
of stakeholders who are selected for involvement in the evaluation, ranging from diverse groups
such as program participants and community members to those with a vested interest in the
evaluation such as program funders and managers, or again some combination of these groups.
The more types of stakeholder groups that are included in the evaluation, the more collaborative
it is. Lastly, the depth or extent of participation dimension entails the level at which nonevaluator stakeholders participate in the research ranging from consultation to deep active
participation in many components such as question development, participant selection, and
dissemination of results. Greater participation in one or more technical aspects of the evaluation
constitutes collaborative evaluation.
Since the development of the original framework, Cousins and others have made
refinements to it based on both their own work and the work of others. For example, Weaver
and Cousins (2004) added manageability and power dimensions to the framework in an effort to
account for these facets of an evaluation; however, subsequent conceptualizations (Cousins &
Chouinard, 2012; Cousins et al., 2013; Daigneault & Jacob 2009) have removed these additions
as related but non-defining dimensions of CEAs.
Although Cousins and Whitmore (1998) intended their framework to be a tool for
conceptualizing the ways in which different types of evaluation approaches compare to one
another on these dimensions, Daigneault and Jacob (2009) conceived that it could be the starting
point for a way to quantify and measure the level of collaboration in an evaluation. Furthermore,
they argued that in order for an evaluation to be considered participatory, it must have a
collaborative component in all three of the original dimensions. Having a collaborative
component in one or even two of the dimensions is not enough, in their view, because they, too,
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consider them to be essential elements to CEAs. In order to establish the fundamental nature of
these dimensions, Daigneault and Jacob used Goertz’s (2006) and Gerring’s (1999) models for
evaluating concepts. They then proceeded to use these models to evaluate the strengths and
shortcomings of Cousins and Whitmore’s framework. The end result is the verification of the
original three dimensions of Cousins and Whitmore’s framework as the fundamental aspects of
CEAs and a first attempt at operationalizing the constituent components of the framework. The
operationalizing of the dimensions also necessitated the slight revision of the way they are
conceived so that they could be accurately measured. For example, instead of consultation at the
negative end of the depth dimension, Daigneault and Jacob (2009) changed it to be a complete
lack of participation in technical aspects of the evaluation by stakeholders. By making changes
to the dimensions such as in the previous example, Daigneault and Jacob (2009) were able
clearly to measure the presence or absence of a dimension.
In operationalizing the dimensions, Daigneault and Jacob (2009) also had to create
specific criteria for meeting the negative to positive points on their dimension scales. They were
able to successfully create suitable criteria for all but the control dimension of the framework. In
this regard, measurement of the control dimension remains subjective. Despite this shortcoming,
their work is a step forward in creating a concrete conceptualization of the attributes and
processes that constitute CEAs; however, there is still a need for further clarification.
In summary, this chapter has demonstrated that as a discipline based primarily in real
world application, the history of program evaluation is littered with multiple and various
strategies aimed at achieving the primary goals of the profession within the specified contexts of
the time. Some of these strategies or approaches have fallen by the wayside, while others have
remained or evolved. CEAs are a microcosm of the field as a whole in that they, too, take many
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forms. Furthermore, as with the overall field, it has been difficult to define exactly the
components that make collaborative approaches collaborative. The lack of specificity has
created the problem of appropriate ways to measure and subsequently attribute program
outcomes to the approach. Specifically, it can be difficult to demonstrate theoretically or
empirically the benefits that collaborative approaches contribute to a program because there is no
set standard for the elements and processes that make a CEA collaborative. In an effort to better
understand, quantify, and study the effectiveness of CEAs in achieving the goals of evaluation,
researchers have attempted to define or distill the essential elements that distinguish CEAs from
other evaluation approaches. These attempts have resulted in three domains considered to be
essential; however, the literature still lacks of consensus on the exact nature of collaborative
approaches. Furthermore, scant empirical evidence supports the exclusive use of these three
domains as being all encompassing. In fact, the current research on the subject is primarily
theoretical in nature.
The above reasons were, in part, the rationale for the current investigation on program
evaluators’ perceptions about CEAs. The next chapter will provide the details about how this
study was conducted. Specifically, a detailed description of Q methodology will be provided as
well as the reasons this methodology was chosen to conduct the investigation. The specific
research question used to guide this study will also be discussed. Theses discussion will be
followed by a description of the steps necessary to conduct a Q methodology and how these were
applied in the current study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Chapter Two provided a review of the literature including a rationale for the need to
conduct further research on collaborative evaluation approaches (CEAs). This chapter will
provide a review of the research question, research design, and research methodology that were
used to conduct the investigation on CEAs. It begins with a brief review of the research topic
and corresponding research question used to guide the investigation. The overall research design
and specific research methodologies are then discussed and delineated, including participant
selection, instrumentation procedures (concourse, Q sample, Q sort procedures), and data
analysis.
Due in part to the theoretical nature of the existing research, the current study was
exploratory in nature. Specifically, the current examination of CEAs attempted to address the
topic by asking the following research question: What do program evaluators perceive to be the
essential practices, elements, or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches? In other
terms, the aim of this study was to investigate perceived elements that distinguish CEAs from
non-collaborative approaches. For example, do practicing evaluators perceive that there are
processes that are distinctly collaborative and that help differentiate these evaluation approaches
from non-collaborative approaches? Through an examination of evaluators’ viewpoints on the
subject, my study was designed to provide the field with empirical evidence clarifying the nature
of CEAs as perceived in practice.
Investigating evaluators’ perceptions about CEAs is an exploration into subjectivity and
operant attitudes. As such, the research question required a methodology that addressed
subjectivity especially in an exploratory way given the nature of the question. Q methodology
(QM) is specifically designed to systematically investigate subjectivity. In fact, Stephenson
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developed QM because he believed a person's point of view (subjectivity) could be studied in an
objective, orderly, and scientific manner (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). Based on the research
topic and the exploratory nature of the research question, QM was an ideal approach for
investigating the subject and was utilized for the current study.
Q Methodology Described
As stated above, the intent of QM is to provide a systematic way to study human
subjectivity, an individual’s feelings, opinions, impressions, points of view, attitudes, and beliefs
(S. R. Brown, 1980; McKeown & Thomas, 1988; Stephenson, 1953; van Exel & de Graaf, 2005;
Watts & Stenner, 2012). A fundamental premise behind QM is that individuals’ subjectivity can
be grouped together or that there is a limited range of perspectives on any given topic. This idea
can be thought of as finite diversity (Stainton Rogers, 1995). A primary aim of QM is to uncover
these finite viewpoints and distinguish the similarities and differences between them.
A researcher using QM to explore subjectivity surrounding a given topic accomplishes
this intent through a blend of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Stenner and Stainton
Rogers (2004) have gone so far as to label QM as qualiquantological because of the
complimentary fashion in which it combines these approaches to inquiry. Following this line of
reasoning, recent attempts have been made to justify classifying QM as mixed methods research
(Ramlo & Newman, 2011). This classification pays respect to both the technical and
philosophical underpinnings of QM as envisioned by Stephenson and supports the
qualiquantological moniker applied by Stenner and Stainton Rodgers.
Both sides of QM, qualitative and quantitative, allow the researcher to investigate, in a
holistic manner, the meaning that individuals and subsequently groups or clusters of individuals
give to a subject or topic. In procedural or technical terms, QM is qualitative in the
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methodological approach to research design, data collection, and, to some extent, result
interpretation. For example, study participants (P set) sort and rank a set of statements (Q
sample) based on the importance they place on each statement in relation to the topic of study
and to the other items; thus, the participant sorter gives meaning to the data based on individual
subjectivity through the sorting process (Q sort). QM is quantitative by application of statistical
techniques conducted during the analysis of the data. Specifically, the individual participant
sorts are Q-technique (by person) factor analyzed to determine the commonalities and
differences between sorters. In fact, it is the individual sorts and not the ranking of the
individual statements that are treated as the variables in the QM factor analysis (McKeown &
Thomas, 1988; Stainton Rogers, 1995; Watts & Stenner, 2012). Van Exel and de Graaf (2005)
suggested that the analysis portion of QM provides the scientific base for the approach.
Conversely, S. R. Brown (1980) suggested that the selection of statements to be included in the
Q-sample and the interpretation of the resultant factors is much like an art performed
systematically and relies, to a large extent, on scientific judgment and theoretical considerations.
Retention of participant perspectives through the sorting process and the potential for the
“researcher as research instrument” during the interpretation phase help QM achieve the
qualitative underpinnings of the method (Barker, 2008; Watts & Stenner, 2005). From a
philosophical standpoint, the qualitative and constructivist underpinnings of QM are reinforced
because the interpretation of factors allows for an a posteriori meaning to be derived from the
data rather than researcher imposed a priori meaning. Specifically, the meaning generated by the
participant sorts and subsequent development of factors through analysis of the sorts can be
considered to represent functional distinctions in subjectivity as opposed to logical distinctions
precisely because it is the participants who determine the distinctions in meaning and not an a
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priori distinction made by the researcher (van Exel & de Graaf, 2005). These functional
distinctions can also be considered to be rooted from an internal frame of reference by the
participants (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). At the same time, the use of objective statistical
techniques during the contextually grounded analysis helps to maintain the quantitative nature of
the method with its natural inclination toward qualitative exploration and discovery. The
blending of quantitative and qualitative approaches during the analysis phase of QM was well
illustrated by Militello and Janson (2007) when they stated, “In Q methodology, the Q sorts (or
participants), not the individual statements, are factor analyzed for intercorrelations. As a result,
Q methodology emphasizes the qualitative how and why people think the way that they do” (p.
417). The complementary use of these two approaches makes QM very robust and an optimal
investigative tool for the present study on program evaluators’ viewpoints on CEAs.
Because participant sorts are analyzed rather than items in QM, it is often viewed as
simply an inversion of a conventional factor analysis. This assumption is a common
misconception that does not take into account the entire process of the methodology. For
example, an inverted R factor analysis will yield results that allow for the grouping of
participants’ perspectives on a concept; however, as the previous discussion on a priori versus a
posteriori indicated, the concepts in R methodological studies are predetermined by the
researcher and do not create groupings that are based on the internal frame of reference of the
participants. Rather, they create groupings based on the external reference of the researcher.
Stainton Rogers (1995) presented this idea practically by stating, “There was, however, a strange
paradox built into this empire [R methodologies]: its methodology was far more suited to
revealing the commonalities between tests than between people” (p. 178).
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Watts and Stenner (2005) correctly pointed out that QM as a holistic process only
achieves its function of exploring subjectivity if both the Q sort and Q analysis are conducted
together. If a researcher uses a Q sort (by person data) and then proceeds to run an R technique
factor analysis, or if a researcher runs a Q technique factor analysis (by person) but does not
collect the data in like manner, then the technical and philosophical underpinnings of QM have
been misrepresented. Although the results of these misrepresentations may still lead to important
findings, in order for the validity of results from such studies to be more meaningful, the
researcher should make transparent any rationale for deviating from the normal standards of QM
(Dziopa & Ahern, 2011).
At this point, it should be clear that QM is a departure from positivist thinking and
borrows greatly from constructivism. As such, it should not be surprising that a distinguishing
factor of QM is a lack of hypothesis testing. In fact, the aim of QM is not to prove but to explore
finite diversity of subjectivity around a socially contestable topic (Stainton Rogers, 1995). To
this end, QM research questions should seek to discover rather than prove reasoning
(Stephenson, 1953). The research question for the current study, indeed, took this discovery
approach by investigating evaluators’ perspectives about the highly varied approach to
evaluation that is collaborative inquiry.
Another distinguishing aspect of QM studies is the employment of small sample sizes.
Although it has been contested that these small sample sizes jeopardize the reliability and
validity of QM studies, several factors counter this argument. First and most importantly, the
aim of QM studies is not to generalize the viewpoints people have about a topic to some larger
population but rather to explore various subjectivities about a topic that exist and are operant
(van Exel & de Graaf, 2005). Simons (2013) elucidated this concept well when she stated, “The
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objective in Q is to be able to describe typical representations of different viewpoints rather than
find the proportion of individuals with specific viewpoints” (p. 29). As such, the ideas of
validity, reliability, and generalizability as viewed from standard statistical and social science
standpoints do not apply to QM studies due to the aim and orientation of the investigations.
Dziopa and Ahern (2011) made the case for a lack of validity application when they stated,
“Given the purpose of Q-methodology is to assess an individual’s perspective there is no external
criterion to appraise validity” (p. 41). In other words, the researcher cannot compare a person’s
viewpoint on a subject to an external source to determine if it is actually measuring that
viewpoint because there is no right or wrong perspective or degree of measurement for that
perspective; researchers have access only to people’s opinions. However, the importance lies in
the fact that people’s perceptions can affect the way they will behave. Conversely, in
psychometrics and R methodology studies, the aim is to measure attributes (Coaley, 2010), often
psychological, and to investigate connections or relationships between these attributes. Often,
these investigations are taken a step further by attempting to predict or explain behavior based on
the measured attributes (Huck, 2000; Johnson & Christensen, 2008).
From a reliability perspective, the more important issue for QM is replicability (van Exel
& de Graaf, 2005). Specifically, replicability is achieved if the same viewpoints are represented
across QM studies when the same condition of instruction is used with different Q samples
and/or P sets. The idea of replicability is important because of the previously discussed
fundamental notion behind QM that there is a finite number of viewpoints about any topic (van
Exel & de Graaf, 2005), and the aim of QM is to uncover and describe these viewpoints.
Following from the aim of QM to study subjectivity and not behaviors in populations, a
second factor that counters the argument against a lack of validity and reliability from small
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sample sizes is the statistical analysis techniques employed in a QM study. Specifically, due to
the inverted analysis technique, the sample in the study is actually the statements in the Q sample
and not the participant respondents, and, in a somewhat dehumanizing but statistically accurate
description, the people performing the Q sorts are the variables of interest (McKeown &
Thomas, 1988; Watts & Stenner, 2005). That is, people are grouped by the Q-factor analysis as
opposed to statements. This inversion of the objects of the factor analysis means that it is more
important to have a large number of statements than a large number of participants for the factor
analysis to be mathematically and statistically feasible. In fact, Watts and Stenner (2005)
suggested that having very large P sets can be counterproductive in a QM study because they
make it harder to detect subtle nuances in the data. Again, the aim of QM and subsequent
analysis technique justifies the use and indeed the need for smaller P sets. To this end, different
suggestions have been made as to appropriate P set sizes and P set to Q sample ratios. For
example, Stainton Rogers (1995) recommended P sets ranging from 40-60 people. Conversely,
other scholars proposed that there should be many times more statements than participants in
QM studies (Thompson, Frankiewicz, & Ward, 1983). Dziopa and Ahern (2011) suggested that
this latter recommendation stems from the opinion that Q factor analysis is simply an inversion
of R factor analysis. Lastly, Watts and Stenner suggested that a participant to statement ratio of
1:1 may be best for publication purposes. The main point that can be gleaned from these
recommendations is that QM sample sizes should remain small relative to standards for R
methodological studies.
A further point that may be garnered from the varied recommendations on P set sizes is
that the selection of participants should be guided less by the size of the sample that is needed
and more by other factors pertinent to the proper conduct of a QM study. One such factor is the
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relevance of the participants to the topic of study, a factor which can be referred to as
participants of theoretical interest (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). To this end, in the current
study, program evaluators were chosen as participants because their viewpoints bear special
relevance to the topic of collaborative evaluation.
A third factor that distinguishes QM studies from R methodology studies is the
employment of a Q sort. The Q sort is a process whereby study participants provide personal
meaning to the subject being investigated by rank ordering statements based on their own point
of view. An important methodological aspect of the Q sort and a departure from R
methodological studies is that the ranking of items allows participants to provide meaning to the
concept of study in a holistic manner. In a Q sort participants are not required to answer single
items one at a time without regard for how those items fit into the entire context of the concept
for which the participants are answering. Specifically, the Q sort or ranking procedure allows
participants to think about ideas in relation to other ideas, rather than in isolation. The holistic
nature of the Q sort addressed a major concern for Stephenson in that it allows for a complete
picture of the individual to be formed and not simply a dissection of traits (Stainton Rogers,
1995; Watts & Stenner, 2012). This aspect of a QM study aligns itself well with a naturalistic
approach to studying subjectivity.
In terms of methodological significance, the Q sort allows for the standardization of
scores across a row which is a necessary step when performing factor analysis. However, unlike
R technique factor analysis the standardization is a built in feature of the Q sort procedure that
occurs during the gathering of data as opposed to a “mathematical sleight of hand” (Watts &
Stenner, 2012) performed after data collection on the dissimilar data contained in the columns of
data collected via psychometric instruments.
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Steps in Q Methodology
The above discussions about QM studies have only touched on and hinted at the steps
required to carry out such a study. At this point, it is important to further delineate and clarify
these actual steps and the things they entail. The first major step is defining and developing the
concourse. The concourse is a technical concept used in QM to describe the entire domain of
ideas and opinions that encompass the subject being investigated (Van Exel & de Graaf, 2005).
In different terms, the concourse is everything that people say and think about a particular topic
(Simons, 2013). An important aspect of the concourse is that it is a representation of
communication contexts (McKeown & Thomas, 1988) “because only when subjectivity is
communicated, when it is expressed operantly, it can be systematically analyzed, just as any
other behavior” (van Exel & de Graaf, 2005, p. 2). It is common, in QM studies, to limit a
concourse to written or verbal or self-referent statements, but concourses can also consist of
pictures, objects, or anything that represents the flow of ideas about a topic. For example,
Stephenson investigated people’s preferences for odors in early illustrative studies on QM (Watts
& Stenner, 2012). Regardless, the current study limited the concourse and subsequent Q sample
to written statements as they were best able to represent the complex nature of concepts
encompassing CEAs.
Because a concourse is meant to represent every communicable idea surrounding a
particular subject, the source material for concourses is nearly limitless. As such, it is not
uncommon to use newspaper articles, novels, magazines, scientific publications, and Internet
comment boards, for example, to gather statements for inclusion in the concourse. More
systematic methods, such as interviews, participant observations, focus groups, written
narratives, and open-ended surveys are also used to gather concourse statements. Q sorts
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conducted from concourses derived through these sources are often completed by the same
individuals who were interviewed or observed. In such cases these concourses and subsequently
developed Q samples are considered naturalistic (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). The advantage
of the naturalistic concourses is the reduced chance of misrepresenting respondents’ meaning
during the analysis and interpretation of results (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). The most
important factor when selecting source materials for a concourse is that they broadly represent
“existing opinions and arguments, things lay people, politicians, representative organizations,
professionals [and] scientists have to say about the topic” (van Exel & de Graaf, 2005, p. 4).
Proper development of the concourse is extremely important for QM because, in theory, the
concourse should be representative of the entire opinion domain being studied. The current
study used a hybrid approach to concourse development whereby 12 respondents provided
written narrative responses to an open-ended questionnaire following the naturalistic strategy.
Additional items were also selected from research literature focusing on CEAs, thus providing
ready-made source materials. All these sources helped ensure that the concourse was
representative of both the individuals who participated in the Q sort and individuals from the
broader opinion domain.
The second step in a QM study is the development of the Q sample or Q set. The Q
sample is a subset of statements drawn from a concourse. Another way of thinking about the Q
sample is in statistical terms and in relation to the concourse. Specifically, the concourse
represents the population in a QM study, and the Q sample, as the name implies, is a smaller
sampling of statements from the concourse. The statements from the Q sample are the items that
are ranked by participants during the Q sorting process. Selection of statements to be included in
the Q sample has been described by S. R. Brown (1980) as being “as much an art as a science”
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(p. 224); however, systematic guidelines do exist for selecting statements. For example,
McKeown and Thomas (1988) prescribed two types of selection strategies. The first is termed
unstructured sampling and involves selecting items from the concourse without much emphasis
placed on covering all possible sub-topics that are represented in the concourse. This strategy is
akin to taking a random sample of items from the concourse. McKeown and Thomas suggested
a possible risk with this method is that some sub-topics will be over or under represented in the
sample, thus creating a potential bias in the Q sample. The second strategy is called structured
sampling and attempts to overcome the risk of bias introduction in unstructured sampling by
systematically composing the Q sample. Specifically, in the structured sampling technique the
researcher either selects items by making use of theoretical considerations deductively to select
Q sample items a priori, or selects items inductively by looking for patterns that emerge as
statements or items are collected while developing the concourse.

Regardless of which strategy

is used to develop the Q sample, an important consideration to bear in mind is that items be
broadly representative of the concourse (Watts & Stenner, 2005); otherwise, subsequent analysis
could be skewed, shallow, and unrepresentative of the true factors that exist within the opinion
domain. The current study utilized both a deductive and inductive structured approach to the Q
sample formation. The guiding theoretical perspective for the deductive approach was derived
from the frameworks for CEAs developed by Cousins and Whitmore (1998) and Daigneault and
Jacob (2009). Emergent themes identified during review and analysis of results from the
concourse development questionnaire were also used inductively to select items for inclusion in
the Q sample. In total 40 statements were used for the Q sample in the current study.
The third step in a QM study is selecting the P set. The P set is the group of study
participants or respondents. They are the people that will perform the Q sort. As discussed
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earlier, Stainton Rogers (1995) suggested a P set of 40-60 individuals. Conversely, Van Exel
and de Graaf (2005) stated “the aim is to have four or five persons defining each anticipated
viewpoint, which are often two to four, and rarely more than six” (p. 6). Lazard, Capdevila, and
Roberts (2011) have claimed that because QM is interested in investigating patterns of cultural
understanding that “participant recruitment is primarily concerned with facilitating the
manifestation of multiplicity” (p. 142). The current study initially followed Stainton Rogers’
recommendation by attempting to recruit a minimum of 40-60 study participants for inclusion in
the P set; however, due to difficulties securing study participation the final Q sample consisted of
32 respondents. These participants were recruited through publicly available e-mail addresses
gathered by me through online searches of university and other organizational web sites. I
selected e-mail addresses based on potential participants’ affiliation, experience, and/or expertise
with program evaluation. As discussed previously, program evaluators were chosen as
participants because their viewpoints bear special relevance to the topic of collaborative
evaluation.
The fourth step in QM study is the Q sort. As discussed previously, the Q sort process is
the major distinguishing aspect of a QM study. This process entails respondents rank ordering
the Q sample based on a condition of instruction. The condition of instruction is simply a set of
directions for ways to sort Q sample items (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). As prescribed by
Watts and Stenner (2005), the condition of instruction for the current study is a variation of the
research question and is as follows: What do you consider to be the essential practices, elements
or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches? For theoretical reasons, sorting and ranking
during the Q sort process is typically performed on a most to most scale (e.g. most essential to
most unessential) and follows a normal distribution pattern (S. R. Brown, 1980); however, the
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current study utilized a most essential to least essential scale as it better fit the condition of
instruction. Specifically, there were nine total columns for responses or statement placement
where column nine represented most essential and column one represented least essential. The
first and ninth columns permitted two statements each for a total of four statements. Columns 2
and 8 allowed three statements each for a total of six statements. Columns 3 and 7 allowed five
statements each for a total of 10 statements. Columns 4 and 6 allowed six statements each for a
total of 12 statements, and the middle or neutral column, Column 5, allowed eight statements for
a grand total of 40 statements. A standard Q sort grid is displayed in Figure 3, below.
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2 Statements)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

(8)

(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

Figure 3. Standard Q sort format
The fifth and final step in QM studies is the analysis and interpretation of the Q sort
results. There are four parts to the analysis and interpretation of Q sorts. They are calculation of
the correlation matrix, factor analysis, generation of factor estimates and factor arrays, and
interpretation of factors. Calculation of the correlation matrix is the initial data reduction
technique. Typically, this procedure is viewed as “a transitional phase between the raw data and
the factor analysis” (S. R. Brown, 1980, p. 207). Factor analysis is, in turn, performed to explain
variance within the correlation matrix and determine significant factors. These significant
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factors can be thought of as groups of Q sorts with similar patterns or common traits; thus,
representing key common viewpoints held by the sorters on the subject studied (Watts &
Stenner, 2005). Significant factors can be determined through several methods common to
factor analysis such as use of an eigenvalue in Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Once
significant factors have been determined, it is recommended by S. R. Brown (1980) to conduct a
rotation with additional non-significant factors up to the “magic number 7” (p. 223). The use of
additional non-significant factors during the rotation is to account for the maximum amount of
variance in the model. For this study, a total of four factors were selected for interpretation. A
series of several decisions were made to come to this factor solution. This decision process will
be described in Chapter Four.
Rotation of factors can be done using either mathematical criteria such as varimax
rotation or theoretical criteria/grounds such as centroid rotation. Mathematical criteria attempt to
create the greatest amount of loadings per factor with the least amount of duplicate loadings
based on the structure of the data. These efforts are known as achieving simple solution and aim
to explain the most amount of variance in the model with the least amount of ambiguity, the idea
being to achieve parsimony based on statistical merits. Theoretical or judgmental rotation
follows the philosophy of scientific judgment whereby the researcher uses abduction rather than
induction or deduction as a basis for rotating factors. S. R. Brown (1980) contended that
Stephenson advocated theoretical rotation via centroid rotation as it fit the philosophical
underpinnings of QM that he was trying to achieve and that matched the reality of researcher’s
actual behaviors when conducting research. Specifically, the nature of the researcher’s role is
one of active discovery based on following hunches and intuition rather than presenting passive
finding based either off inductive reasoning that rotates factors based on patterns that emerge or
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deductive reasoning that presents a theory anticipating that the hypothesized loadings will be
confirmed. To this end, judgmental rotation (centroid) allows for the researcher to observe the
correlation matrices and rotate based on both their hunches and the data (S. R. Brown, 1980).
Whatever method is used, the rotated loadings are correlational coefficients that represent the
relationship between individual Q sorts and arrays of factor scores (S. R. Brown, 1980)
Ultimately, the choice to use varimax or other mathematical based rotations versus centroid or
other theoretical based rotations depends on the data and the researcher’s aims. For this study, I
used varimax rotation because it produced a statistically valid factor solution that included a
maximum amount of participant perspectives. This rotation analysis will be described in greater
detail in Chapter Four.
Conducting the factor analysis is a data reduction technique helpful in interpreting the
data by allowing the larger number of Q sorts to be distilled into a smaller number of factors or
viewpoints, and helps with interpretation of the data. In order to help interpret what these
viewpoints represent in relation to the Q sample statements it is necessary to first calculate factor
estimates and then factor arrays. One factor array is calculated for each factor and represents a
model Q sort of that factor (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). In other words, an array represents an
ideal Q sort for the corresponding factor, and its use in interpretation of the factor and overall
data is critical because it gives context to the factor in terms of the statements and sorts.
Once factors were obtained for this study, the Q sorts that significantly loaded on each
factor were used to calculate the factor estimates, and these factor estimates were used to
generate the factor arrays. The intermediate step of calculating factor estimates was done by
weighting the items within the significantly or highly loaded Q sorts to account for the fact that
some factors were constructed with more Q sorts than other factors, and thus accounted for more
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or less of the variance in a particular factor. Once the weights were calculated the composite of
items with the highest scores were standardized and converted to z scores with a range that
corresponds to the Q sort range (Watts & Stenner, 2005). In the case of the current study this
range was +4 to -4. These ranked statements were then be grouped into the Q sort grid to aid in
interpretation of the data results. This analysis and interpretation process will be described in
greater detail in Chapter Four.
In conclusion, the aim of this study was to explore what program evaluators perceive to
be the elements that make CEAs collaborative. In order to investigate their viewpoints, the
following research question was used: What do program evaluators perceive to be the essential
elements or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches?” The first step I took to explore
this research question was to develop a concourse of items. The concourse was developed using
a hybrid approach whereby 12 respondents provided written narrative responses to an openended questionnaire. Additional concourse items were collected from the research literature
focusing on CEAs. The second step, Q sample development, was guided deductively, by
selecting items that correspond to Cousins and Whitmore’s (1998) and Daigneault and Jacob’s
(2009) CEAs frameworks, and inductively as emergent themes were identified during the review
of the concourse development survey results and research literature. A total of 40 statements
were selected for use in the Q sample, from these sources. The concourse and Q sample
development process will be described in greater detail in Chapter Four.
P set selection, the third step of this study, entailed recruiting 32 participants through
publicly available e-mail addresses gathered by me through online searches of university and
other organizational web sites. I selected e-mail addresses based on potential participants’
affiliation, experience, and/or expertise with program evaluation. As discussed previously,
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program evaluators were chosen as participants because their viewpoints bear special relevance
to the topic of collaborative evaluation. The fourth step of the study was to collect data from the
study participants through Q sorts. The Q sort for this study utilized a most essential to least
essential scale with nine columns for responses where column nine represented most essential
and column one represented least essential. The condition of instruction that guided the
participants sorting was a variant of the research question and is as follows: What do you
consider to be the essential practices, elements, or attributes of collaborative evaluation
approaches? The final step of this study was to analyze and interpret the data gathered from the
Q sorts. Chapters Four and Five of this dissertation will illustrate the analysis of the results from
the Q sort and subsequent interpretation of these results in an attempt to elucidate what makes
CEAs collaborative as perceived by program evaluators.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to investigate program evaluators’ perception about what
make collaborative evaluation approaches (CEAs) collaborative. Specifically, the research
question for this study was stated as follows: What do program evaluators perceive to be the
essential practices, elements, or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches? As discussed
in Chapter Three, Q Methodology (QM) was used to conduct this study because of the
exploratory nature of the research question aimed at elucidating evaluators’ viewpoints, and
QMs specific intent to systematically investigate subjectivity.
This chapter will describe the results of the current QM study on evaluators’ perceptions,
starting with a discussion of the concourse development and Q sort process, and followed by a
description of the P set. These first three discussions will be presented in the ensuing Q Data
Analysis section of this chapter. Next, a discussion of the Q sort data analysis results will be
presented. The analysis discussion entails a presentation and description of the correlation
matrix, factor extraction, factor rotation, correlations between factor scores, factor
characteristics, and the decisions that resulted in the selection of a four-factor solution. Lastly,
interpretations of each of the four factors will be discussed.
Q Data Analysis
QM consists of three primary phases; development of the concourse and Q sample, the Q
sort, and analysis of the Q sort data. The concourse for this study was developed using a hybrid
approach. Specifically, concourse sources consisted of written statements from the research
literature, and, following a naturalistic strategy, written narrative responses to an open-ended
questionnaire. This concourse questionnaire was administered online using Qualtrics survey
software and consisted of four questions. These four questions asked participants to list and
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describe up to 10 specific elements or attributes they believed are essential to CEAs; list and
describe up to 10 specific elements or attributes they think other program evaluators believe are
essential to CEAs; list and describe up to 10 specific elements or attributes they think nonevaluator program stakeholders believe are essential to CEAs; and list and describe up to 10
elements or attributes that they think distinguish CEAs from other types of evaluation models or
approaches. The first three items on the concourse questionnaire used iterations of the same
question in order to facilitate respondents’ thinking about CEAs from multiple perspectives, and
to help achieve a “saturation point” where statements began repeating themselves as opposed to
adding new ideas about the topic (Eden, Donaldson, & Walker, 2005). Twelve concourse
questionnaires were completed and received. All respondents were either current or recently
retired program evaluators. A copy of the concourse questionnaire can be found in the
appendices (Appendix A).
A total of 210 statements were collected from the 12 respondents. These statements
were then entered into a spreadsheet, and an initial review was conducted to eliminate duplicate
or similar statements. These remaining statements were then supplemented with an additional 25
statements from the research literature to ensure the concourse encompassed a broad and diverse
range of collaborative evaluation theoretical concepts such as those proposed by Cousins and
Whitmore (1998) and Daigneault and Jacob (2009).
This initial review process resulted in a total of 180 concourse statements which were
then assigned numbers and printed on individual index cards. These cards were then reviewed a
second time by me and the dissertation chair to look for emergent themes or categories of
statements following a structured approach to the Q sample construction as prescribed by
McKeown and Thomas (1988). This collaborative review process resulted in the identification
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of 35 themes or concepts under which each of the 180 statements could be categorized. The
naming of these categories was the result of emergent themes, concepts presented in the research
literature, and the reviewers’ connoisseurship. From the 180 statements, within the 35 themes,
59 representative or ideal statements were selected, or composite statements were created.
Composite statements were created in instances where no single original statement within a
category fully captured the phrasing and/or meaning of all the statements within that category.
Again, myself and dissertation chair used their expertise in the field to create these composite
statements.
An illustrative example of how these composite statements were constructed is presented
in Table 1 below. As can be seen, the four concourse statements were categorized as “Depth of
Stakeholder Involvement,” and the composite Q sample statement (s31) both incorporates
components of these four statements, and captures the overall theme these statements represent.
Table 1
Example Q Sample Composite Statement Concourse Sources and Representative Concept
Category
Concourse Concept
Category
Depth of Stakeholder
Involvement

Source Concourse Statements
11. Robust, active participation by
clients/consumers
103. Participation by clients/consumers
259. Depth and breadth of stakeholder
involvement in evaluation
262. Level or depth of stakeholder
involvement in aspects of evaluation
knowledge production (planning,
instrument development, data
collection, data analysis, reporting).
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Statement
31. Active stakeholder
participation in evaluation
decisions, processes, and the
dissemination and discussion
of results.
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Each of these categories and corresponding statements, from the second review, were
then recorded in a word document, and reviewed a third time by me to ensure the categories and
ideal original or composite statements were representative of the underlying statements, and that
the categories contained a diverse and broad sampling of the concepts that emerged from the
concourse. This third review resulted in a further refinement of the Q sample to 53
representative statements within the 35 categories.
We conducted a fourth and final review that resulted in a further reduction of the Q
sample to 40 statements and 32 categories, with eight of the categories represented by two Q
sample statements each to ensure deeper coverage of these categories in the Q sample.

During

this and all previous reviews, statements were also revised to fit or flow with the condition of
instruction. It is this last 40-statement Q sample that was used during the Q sort phase of the
study. The Q sample can be found in appendix B.
Prior to conducting the next step of the study, collecting Q sort data, the study parameters
were submitted to the University of North Florida Institutional Review Board (UNF IRB). The
UNF IRB determined that this study was exempt from a full IRB review under categories 2 and
3; thus providing approval for the continued implementation of the study. A copy of the UNF
IRB approval letter can be found in the appendices (Appendix C).
Following IRB approval collection of Q sort data began. The online software HtmlQ
(Aproxima, n.d.) was used to implement the Q sort. To begin, each of the Q sample statements
was assigned a number and entered into this software. Directions for conducting the sort were
also entered into the software at this time. Initiation of the Q sort entailed sending out invitations
to potential respondents through a personalized recruitment email (Appendix D). Upon
accepting the invitation, participants were provided an introduction describing the intent of the
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study along with a copy of the study’s informed consent (Appendix E). The informed consent
was also provided in the initial recruitment email. Next, the participants were provided the
condition of instruction: “What do you consider to be the essential practices, elements, or
attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches?” Participants were then directed to perform an
initial review of the 40 statements, and sort them into three piles based on their perspectives of
how each relates to the condition of instruction. These three piles were labeled most essential
practices, elements, and/or attributes; least essential practices, elements, and/or attributes; and
statements that fall somewhere in the middle or for which the value is not clear.
Participants were next presented with a forced distribution sorting grid ranging from +4
(most essential) to -4 (least essential), and asked to provide more refined distinctions of the
statements they placed in each of the three piles. Specifically, participants were first asked to
review the statements in the most essential pile again and select the two statements from this pile
representing the “most essential” practices, elements, and/or approaches and place them in the +4
column of the sorting grid. Next they were asked to reread the statements they placed in the least
essential pile and select the two statements they view as “least essential” under the -4 column of
the sorting grid. Participants were then asked to repeat the same steps for the next “most
essential and least essential” statements to be placed in the +3 and -3 columns respectively; this
time selecting three statements for each of the two columns. This process was repeated for the
remaining statements in the most and least essential piles of statements until all these statements
were placed in the corresponding sorting grid columns, with each successive column on the most
or least side of the sorting grid containing more spaces for statements than the column next to
and more outermost to it. Lastly, participants were asked to sort the middle or unsure statements
into the remaining available slots in the center most column(s) of the sorting grid. Throughout
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the sorting process participants had the ability to change the position of statements from one
column to another in order to refine and best reflect their perspectives.
Upon completing the sort, participants were then given the opportunity to review and
rearrange any statements one last time before proceeding to the last phase of data collection, an
optional post-sort follow up questionnaire. This questionnaire collected demographic
information about the participants, such as race/ethnicity, gender, age, highest level of education,
and years of experience practicing evaluation. Additional questionnaire items also asked about
primary evaluation practice setting, CEAs skill level, and reasons for conducting CEAs. Most
consequential, the post-sort questionnaire gave participants the opportunity to explain why they
chose to place statements at the extreme ends of the distribution, the +4 and -4 positions. Taken
together, these data points aided the overall analysis and factor interpretation by providing
additional context about the study participants and their sorts. As stated by Watts and Stenner
(2012), “the most important function of this post-sort data gathering is to achieve a richer, fuller,
and more detailed understanding of each participants Q sort” (p. 83). A copy of the post-sort
questionnaire can be found in the appendices (Appendix F).
Data collection resulted in 32 completed Q sorts. A total of 164 recruitment emails were
sent to potential study participants resulting in a 20% response rate. Nearly half of the P set
reported being white (15), four indicated Latino descent, two each identified as African
American or Native America (four total), one reported as Native Hawaiian, and eight opted not
to respond. The age of participants ranged from 37 to 80, with 20 women, and 12 men. The vast
majority of respondents reported a doctoral degree (28) as their highest level of education,
whereas three had a master’s degree, and one had a bachelor’s degree. Further, half of the P set
(16) indicated they primarily practiced program evaluation as university faculty or employees;
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another eight practiced as private or self-employed consultants; four as not-for profit or NGO
agency employees; two as local, state, or federal agency employees; and another two reported
practicing as “other” employees. Twenty-seven of the respondents either agreed or strongly
agreed that they have the knowledge and skills to perform CEAs, versus only three who
disagreed or strongly disagreed they have the knowledge and skill; two responded as unsure
about their knowledge and skill level. Lastly, participants indicated a wide range of work
experience in program evaluation. Specifically, four respondents said they had worked in the
field for less than 10 years; seven had 10 to 19 years of experience; nine indicated 20 to 29 years
of experience; and 10 participants had 30 or more years of experience.
These demographic and background statistics illustrate a very diverse group of study
participants in terms of ethnicity, gender, and evaluation experiences and expertise which helped
to achieve a multiplicity of voices related to CEAs recommended by Lazard et al. (2011) for P
set recruitment and inclusion. This background information also provides credibility to the idea
that the perspectives expressed through these Q sorts are relevant to the topic of study. Lastly,
the diversity of evaluation experiences expressed in the post-sort questionnaire helped provided a
better understanding of the participants’ viewpoints regarding CEAs which, in turn, helped
inform the analysis and reporting of the forthcoming study results.
Correlation Matrix
At the end of the data collection phase, which lasted a little over two months (November
2019 through January 2020), the Q sort data from the 32 respondents was entered into
PQMethod 2.35, and data analysis was begun. The first step in the data analysis was generating
the correlation matrix. As stated previously, this matrix is the first data reduction technique
employed in the analysis and is typically considered a transitional phase on the way to factor
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analysis (S. R. Brown, 1980). As such, this output does not greatly contribute to the
interpretation of the data; however, it does provide a first glance at the relationships between Q
sorts (M. Brown, 2004). Correlation coefficients can range from -1.00 to +1.00, with the lower
bound indicating a 100% negative correlation between two sorts, and the higher bound indicating
a 100% positive correlation between two sorts. A correlation coefficient of 0.00 indicates no
correlation between two sorts. The three largest positive correlations, in this study, were
observed between sorts 19 and 30 (.74), sorts 7 and 30 (.71), and sorts 4 and 19 (.66). Each of
these correlations indicates a relatively strong relationship between the sorts. The three largest
negative correlations occurred between sorts 27 and 30 (-.69), sorts 19 and 27 (-.65), and sorts 27
and 32 (-.44). It is noteworthy that each of these negative sort correlations involved sort 27.
Lastly, the correlation matrix indicates two pairs of sorts that had no correlation between them
(sorts 6 and 13, and sorts 19 and 31).
Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is a data reduction technique that aides in the interpretation of the data by
creating smaller clusters of perspectives or shared meaning (factors) that are easier to interpret
than the larger data set. The first step in factor analysis for a QM study is extracting these factors
or groups of participants that configured their Q sorts similarly. These factors are derived from
“… [Q sort] factor loadings, expressed as correlations, that indicate the extent to which each Q
sort is associated with each extracted factor” (Watts & Stenner, 2012, p. 114). For the current
study, these extracted factors can be considered to represent groups of individuals’ sorts that
share similar perspectives about CEAs.
Factors and corresponding factor loadings can be envisioned as occupying a conceptual
geographical coordinate space, and the next step in a factor analysis is to mathematically rotate
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the factors in order to change the vantage point from which the researcher observes them. The
aim of rotation is to find an observation angle that best aligns the factor with the factor loadings.
In other terms, factor rotation helps create an observation angle that maximizes the amount of Q
sorts that load significantly on a factor. What to consider best rests with the researcher but can
and should be guided by both theoretical and statistical considerations. These considerations
and subsequent researcher decisions for the current study will be discussed in the following
sections of this chapter.
Factor Extraction. There is no single set or standardized rules for determining which
and how many factors to extract in a QM study; however, standard factor analysis statistical
guidelines can be used, and several authors have proposed additional guidelines based on
experience and theoretical considerations (S. R. Brown, 1980; McKeown & Thomas, 1988;
Watts & Stenner, 2012). For example, there is the Kaiser-Guttman or eigenvalue criterion that
takes into account statistical considerations, and the “magic number 7 rule” which is based on
prior researcher experience and theoretical considerations (S. R. Brown, 1980). The reminder of
this chapter section will describe these guidelines in more detail and how they were applied to
the current study to select a factor solution for rotation and further interpretation. The unrotated
factor matrix, generated by the PQMethod software, is the source on which these guidelines were
applied. A copy of the unrotated factor matrix can be found in the appendices (Appendix G).
The eigenvalue criterion is the most common and often the first method employed to
determine the number of factors to extract and retain from the data. As the name implies, using
this criterion involves reviewing the eigenvalue for each individual factor and retaining factors
with eigenvalues over one. For the current study, eight factors were initially extracted and
reviewed. As is often the case when using the Kaiser- Guttman criterion, all eight factors
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extracted for this study had eigenvalues (EV) over one (Factor 1 EV: 7.23; Factor 2 EV: 4.17;
Factor 3 EV: 2.37; Factor 4 EV: 2.02; Factor 5 EV: 1.85; Factor 6 EV: 1.74; Factor 7 EV: 1.40;
Factor 8 EV: 1.30); thus, all eight factors merited further consideration for inclusion in the final
factor solution chosen for rotation.
I next used the amount of significant Q sort loadings contained in each factor as another
criterion for choosing a factor solution for rotation. This criterion dictates only accepting factors
that contain two or more significant loads (S. R. Brown, 1980; Watts & Stenner; 2012).
Determining the threshold of a significant load at the 0.01 level is achieved by using the equation
2.58 x (1/√ of the number of statements in the Q sample). The threshold for the current study
was calculated to be 0.408 or 0.41 (2.58 x (1/√40)). Using this threshold it was determined that
Factor 8 did not have any significant factor loadings on the unrotated factor matrix, and Factor 7
only had one. Based on the loading criterion, both the eight- and seven-factor solutions were
eliminated as options.
With the seven- and eight-factor solutions eliminated, I then turned to a review of an
eigenvalue scree plot, which is a plot of eigenvalues ordered from largest to the smallest. The
scree plot is a common tool used in factor analysis to determine how many factors to retain, with
the cutoff for retention typically considered to lie where the slope of the plot curve starts to
flatten, and beyond which the remaining eigenvalues are all relatively small and of similar size
(Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). Figure 4, below, illustrates the scree plot for the
current study. An inspection of this scree plot indicated an initial break between Factor 1 and
Factor 2, and a flattening out of the eigenvalues after Factor 3, thus presenting a case for a threefactor solution. Using the prior criteria decisions in conjunction with the scree plot criterion, I
was now able to narrow the factor solution options to between three and six factors.
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Figure 4. Unrotated factor matrix eigenvalue scree plots.
Next, Humphrey’s rule was applied to each of the six factors. According to S. R. Brown
(1980), this rule “states that a factor is significant if the cross-product of its two highest loadings
(ignoring sign) exceeds twice the standard error” (p. 223). Calculating the standard error (SE) is
achieved using the following formula: 1/(√ of the number of statements in the Q sample). For
the current study, the SE is 0.16, and twice the SE is 0.32. Factors 1, Factor 2, and Factor 3 all
exceed this threshold with the cross-products of their two highest loadings equaling 0.50, 0.42,
and 0.40 respectively. Conversely, none of the cross-products for Factors 4, 5, and 6 exceeded
the threshold with cross-products of 0.25, 0.28, and 0.21, respectively. These observations
would indicate that only a three factor solution is warranted for further rotation; however, Watts
and Stenner (2012) suggested that a less stringent application of this rule using only the SE and
not twice the SE as the cut-off is acceptable. Using this less stringent standard meant that
selecting a four-, five-, or six-factor solution was also still defensible. Reexamining the amount
of significant Q sort loads on each factor helped provide additional clarity that selecting either a
three-, four-, five-, or six-factor solution was warranted because each of these factors contained
more than two significantly loading Q sorts on the unrotated factor matrix. Specifically, Factor 6
contained five significant loads, Factor 5 had three significant loads, Factor 4 contained four
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loads, and Factor 3 had five loads. Continuing in descending order, Factor 2 had 11 significant
loads, and Factor 1 contained 17 significant loads.
At this point, I turned to a rule-of thumb suggested by Watts and Stenner (2012) to select
one factor for every 6-8 study participants. Applying this guideline to the current study, I
divided the total number of study participants (n=32) by, six (32/6=5.3), seven (32/7=4.6), and
eight (32/8=4) to account for the amount of participants at each point in the recommended
guideline range. The results from these calculations were then rounded up or down to the nearest
whole number (5.3=5, 4.6=5, 4=4) which suggested an even smaller range of factor solutions to
consider; specifically, four or five factors.
Further justification for selecting one of these two factor solutions was provided by
examining the amount of common variance explained by each factor. Specifically, Watts and
Stenner (2012) suggested that factor solutions explaining 35-40% or more variance are
preferable, and as can be seen in Table 2, below, the cumulative amount of explained variance
for Factor 4 and Factor 5 are 49% and 55%, respectively, which fits this criterion.
Table 2
Explained Variance by Unrotated Factors
Factor Number
Percent Explained
Variance

Cumulative Percent

Factor 1

23

23

Factor 2

13

36

Factor 3

7

43

Factor 4

6

49

Factor 5

6

55
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Utilizing these multiple statistical and experiential guidelines as a decision tree during
factor extraction allowed me to determine that four- and five-factor solutions were significant.
Ultimately, I selected a four-factor solution for interpretation. This decision was based on both
the findings discussed above, and on additional analysis conducted during the factor rotation.
These additional analyses and the rationale for selecting a four-factor solution will be discussed
in the next sections of this chapter.
Factor Rotation. As discussed previously, factor rotation is performed to maximize the
amount of Q sorts that significantly load on a given factor. The more sorts that significantly load
on a factor, the more confident we can be that the factor accurately represents a distinct shared
perspective expressed by the study participants. For the current study, varimax was used to
rotate both the four- and five-factor solutions in order to further examine which solution would
yield the most amounts of significant loads for subsequent factor array construction. Rotating
more than one factor solution is supported in the literature as a way to preserve as much of the
variance in the model as possible (S. R. Brown, 1980; van Exel & de Graaf, 2005). Varimax was
used instead of centroid rotation, to maximize significant loads on each factor while also
controlling for Q sorts loading significantly on more than one factor (confounding load) because
these loads are not included in the formation of factor arrays. Use of this approach ensured that a
maximum amount of participant viewpoints were represented in each factor.
As discussed previously, the threshold for a significant load at the 0.01 level was
calculated to be 0.41. Watts and Stenner (2012) suggested that the researcher can opt to set this
threshold higher when deciding which loadings to include in factor estimates. This suggestion
provided me with an additional opportunity to test whether a four- or five-factor solution would
provide a more optimal model. To this end, factor loadings for both solution rotations were
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flagged at both the 0.41 level, and again at a higher level of 0.45. The results of the four factor
rotations conducted at the differing significance thresholds are presented in Table 3, below. As
can be seen, the four-factor solution flagged at the 0.41 level contains four non-significant loads,
versus five non-significant loads in the higher threshold rotation. This would seem to indicate
that flagging the four-rotation solution at a lower threshold was a superior choice. However, the
four-factor solution flagged at the lower level contains a total of only 25 significant loads,
whereas the four-factor solution flagged at the 0.45 level contains 27 significant loads. This
difference is due to both a reduction in confounding loads, and a subsequent increase in loads on
Factor 1 and Factor 3 within the 0.45 rotation. Specifically, the 0.45 rotation contains zero
confounding loads, 10 Factor 1 loads, and six Factor 3 loads versus three confounding loads,
nine Factor 1 loads, and five Factor 3 loads within the 0.41 rotation.
Table 3
Factor-Exemplifying or Factor-Defining Q sorts for Four Factor Solution
0.41 Saliency Criterion
0.45 Saliency Criterion
Factor
Q sort
Total Cumulative
Q sort
Total Cumulative
number
numbers
total
numbers
total
1

7, 8, 14, 18,
19, 25, 27, 30,
32

9

9

4, 7, 8, 14, 18,
19, 25, 27, 30,
32

10

10

2

3, 9, 10, 13,
17, 21, 22, 23,
26

9

18

3, 9, 10, 13,
15, 17, 21, 22,
26

9

19

3

1, 5, 6, 29, 31

5

23

1, 5, 6, 28, 29,
31

6

25

4

16, 20

2

25

16, 20

2

27

4, 15, 28

3

28

-

0

27

2, 11, 12, 24

4

32

2, 11, 12, 23,
24

5

32

Confounded
Nonsignificant
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Table 4 presents the results for the five-factor solution rotations, again at both
significance thresholds. These rotations yielded similar results to the four-factor rotations in that
the rotation set at the higher threshold produced more non-significant loads, less confounded
loads, and a greater amount of total defining loads. For example, the five-factor rotation set at
the 0.45 threshold contained a total of 24 significant loads, versus 22 significant loads within the
lower threshold solution rotation. It is also important to note that Factor 4 within the 0.41 fivefactor rotation contains only one significant load because in order for a factor to contain an
acceptable level of reliability it must contain at least two significantly loading Q sorts (S. R.
Brown, 1980). This observation showeed that this factor solution should not be pursued further.
Table 4
Factor-Exemplifying or Factor-Defining Q sorts for Five Factor Solution
0.41 Saliency Criterion
0.45 Saliency Criterion
Factor
Q sort
Total Cumulative
Q sort
Total Cumulative
number
numbers
total
numbers
total
1

7, 8, 14, 18,
19, 30

6

6

4, 7, 8, 14, 18,
19, 27, 30

8

8

2

3, 9, 10, 13,
15, 17, 22, 26

8

14

3, 9, 10, 13,
15, 17, 22, 26

8

16

3

6, 21, 23, 28

4

18

6, 21, 28, 31

4

20

4

16

1

19

1, 16

2

22

5

2, 5, 29

3

22

2, 29

2

24

1, 4, 20, 25,
27, 31, 32

7

29

20, 25, 32

3

27

11, 12, 24

3

32

5, 11, 12, 23,
24

5

32

Confounded
Nonsignificant

A comparison of each of these rotations indicates that although the 0.45 significance
threshold yielded some items that would not significantly load with any factors, it greatly
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reduced the amount of confounding loads, and increased the amount of total defining loads. As
such, setting the significance threshold at this level provided the cleanest results. Stated
differently, using the 0.45 threshold provided factor solutions that were relatively close to simple
structure with no or fewer confounded loads, and more items included in the factors than using
the lower loading threshold. Furthermore, these rotation results further supported the decision,
presented previously, to select a four-factor solution for interpretation. Specifically, the 0.45
four-factor solution captured a total of 27 defining loads compared to only 25 loads within the
other four-factor solution, and 22 and 24 loads, respectively, within the two five-factor solutions.
As such, this four-factor solution was used in the current study to create factor arrays, and
subsequent factor interpretation.
Factor Correlations Between Factor Scores. Factor correlations between factor scores
illustrate the degree to which factors share a given perspective. According to Watts and Stenner
(2012), if these intercorrelations are too high, it could indicate a need to reduce the number of
factors because rather than portraying a unique perspective two factors may actually be
portraying variant manifestations of the same perspective. For the current study, a significant
correlation between two factors exists if the correlation coefficient equals or exceeds ±0.41
(2.58*0.158). As can be seen in Table 5, below, none of the between factor correlations fit this
criterion. This observation indicates that these factors do indeed represent unique perspectives,
and further justified the selection of a four-factor solution.
Table 5
Correlations Between Factors
Factors
1
1
1.00
2
3
4

2
0.16
1.00
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3
0.23
0.33
1.00

4
0.35
0.09
-0.15
1.00
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Factor Descriptions and Characteristics. Eigenvalues for each factor are as follows:
Factor 1 (5.76), Factor 2 (4.80), Factor 3 (2.88), and Factor 4 (2.24). Factor 1 explained 18% of
the variance, Factor 2 explained 15% of the variance, Factor 3 explained 9% of the variance, and
Factor 4 explained 7% of the study variance. The final rotated factor solution explained 49% of
the variance in the study. Rotation did not change the total explained variance; however, it did
alter the unrotated factor variance for each factor. Specifically, prior to rotation the explained
variance by factor was as follows: Factor 1 (23%), Factor 2 (13%), Factor 3 (7%), and Factor 4
(6%).
Factor 1 contained 10 sorts that exceeded the 0.45 threshold (4, 7, 8, 14, 18, 19, 25, 27,
30, 32), with loadings ranging from 0.51 to 0.87. Factor 2 contained nine sorts that exceeded the
0.45 threshold (3, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 21, 22, 26), with loadings ranging from 0.46 to 0.74. Factor
3 contained six sorts that exceeded the 0.45 threshold (1, 5, 6, 28, 29, 31), with loadings ranging
from 0.45 to 0.72. Factor 4 contained two sorts that exceeded the 0.45 threshold (16, 20), with
loadings ranging from 0.58 to 0.78. A total of five sorts did not achieve the 0.45 threshold on
any of the factors (2, 11, 12, 23, 24), and none of the factors contained confounded loadings at
the 0.45 threshold. Factor 1 contained one negative sort that exceeded the 0.45 threshold (27)
with a score of -0.77. One consensus statement was identified by PQMethod, statement #25
(s25), which reads: “CEA often entails more complexity than traditional approaches, and thus
requires more extensive problem solving skills.” This statement was sorted within relatively the
same spot among each of the four factors. Specifically, Factor 1 evaluators ranked the statement
-1 with a rank score of -0.47; Factor 2 evaluators ranked the statement -2 with a rank score of 0.92; Factor 3 evaluators ranked the statement 0 with a rank score of -0.32; and Factor 4
evaluators ranked the statement -2 with a rank score of -0.76. This statement warrants further
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investigation during interpretation of factor arrays as Watts and Stenner (2012) suggested that
consensus statements can aid in interpretation of factors by highlighting areas in need of
improvement.
Table 6 provides additional factor characteristics generated by PQMethod. It should be
noted that the number of defining variable per factor matches the number of significant loads
presented previously because there were no confounded loads due to the factor solution selected
and the selected significance threshold.
Table 6
Factor Characteristics

Factor 1
10
0.800
0.976
0.156

Number of Defining Variables
Average Reliability Coefficient
Composite Reliability
Standard Error of Factor Scores

Factor 2
9
0.800
0.973
0.164

Factor 3
6
0.800
0.960
0.200

Factor 4
2
0.800
0.889
0.333

The average reliability coefficient is the same across all four factors, at 0.80, and
represents the test-retest reliability, or the probability that participants would complete their sorts
the same way at a different time. The composite reliability ranges from a low of 0.89 for Factor
4 to a high of 0.98 for Factor 1. This statistic indicates the internal reliability of each factor and
is influenced by the number of distinguishing statements in each factor such that the more
statements that define a factor, the higher the reliability will be (S. R. Brown, 1980; Watts &
Stenner, 2012). The inverse is true for the standard error statistic. The high composite reliability
scores for this study indicate a strong relationship among each of the defining sorts within each
factor. This point is especially encouraging for Factor 4 because it has only two defining sorts,
and it is particularly important that these two statements are conveying the same viewpoint.
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Factor Interpretation
Factor interpretation was conducted through an examination of the factor arrays. Factor
arrays are a representation of the ideal Q sort for a given factor. The creation of factor arrays is
the result of taking the weighted score (factor estimates) from each significantly loaded sorter’s
ranking to create a composite sort that represents the ideal sort for a factor. Scores are weighted
to account for how much a sort contributes to the creation of the array which, in turn, is based on
how much or strongly a given sort correlates with the factor. For example, sort 19 has a
correlation coefficient or factor loading of 0.81 on Factor 1, and sort 4 has a loading of 0.56 on
Factor 1; therefore, sort 19’s ranking configuration is weighted to account for the greater
influence or contribution this load has on the Factor 1. The factor arrays for this study can be
found in appendices (Appendix H - Appendix M).
Converting factor estimates to factor arrays and subsequent interpretation of the arrays, as
opposed to interpretation of the estimates, honors the holistic intent of QM as originally
conceived by Stephenson, and presents the results in a more familiar and understandable format
for dissemination to sorters, and the research community. The process of interpreting factor
arrays can be done in a variety of manners, but I utilized a method prescribed by Watts and
Stenner (2012) because their approach provided a systematic way to analyze the data and take
into account a maximum amount of statement rankings from each array, which further honors the
holistic intent of QM and values the time of each participant. This method entailed the use of
crib notes, derived from each array, to systematically inform the interpretation of each array. A
copy of these crib notes can be found in the appendices (Appendix N – Appendix R).
The remainder of this section provides the interpretation of each of the four factor arrays
created in this study. Each interpretation follows a similar format, with statistical and
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demographic information about the factor presented first, followed by an interpretation of what
perspective or viewpoint the factor array or factor represents in relation to the topic of what
program evaluators consider being the most essential practices, elements, or attributes of CEAs.
In each of the below factor array interpretations, statements are abbreviated as s#; for example,
statement 22 will read s22 in its abbreviated format. It is suggested that readers have a copy of
the Q sample statements on hand when reading the factor array interpretations.
Factor 1: Culturally Connect with Stakeholders. Factor 1 has an eigenvalue of 5.76
and explains 18% of the total variance in the data. Out of the 32 participants, 10 loaded on
Factor 1. Specifically, they are Sort 4 (0.56), Sort 7 (0.80), Sort 8 (0.63), Sort 14 (0.61), Sort 18
(0.65), Sort 19 (0.81), Sort 25 (0.53), Sort 27 (-0.77), Sort 30 (0.87), and Sort 32 (0.56). It is
important to note that Sort 27 has a negative load making Factor 1 bipolar. As such, an
additional interpretation of Factor 1 will be provided that describes an “inverted” version of the
array.
This factor was composed of an ethnically diverse group of participants, with two
Caucasians, three Latinos, one African American, one Native American, one Native Hawaiian,
and two participants who chose not to identify their background. The 10 participants’ ages
ranged from 38 to 64, with six men and four women. Nine reported holding a doctoral degree
and one a bachelor’s degree. Six practiced program evaluation as university faculty or
employees, two practiced as not-for-profit or NGO agency employees, one practiced as a private
or self-employed consultant, and one self-reported practicing program evaluation in an “other”
role. Eight of the respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that they have the knowledge and
skills to perform CEAs, versus only one who strongly disagreed he has the knowledge and skill;
one responded as unsure about their knowledge and skill level. Lastly, these 10 participants
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reported practicing program evaluation from four to over 30 years, with an average of 18 years
of practice.
Understanding and connecting to the stakeholder is a key to the viewpoints expressed by
evaluators comprising this factor. These connections are formed by having a diverse and
representative group of evaluators (s22: +3), and through understanding and responsiveness to
the history and cultures of the stakeholders (s18: +2; s19: +2; s20: +4). The emergence of these
elements as essential to CEAs aligns with the cultural diversity of the evaluators who comprise
this factor as they are the most diverse group of evaluators to comprise any of the four factors.
Interestingly, it is of less importance to CEAs to have evaluator diversity that matches that of the
stakeholders (s23: +1). Also incumbent on building these connections is ensuring that
disenfranchised stakeholders are protected from reprisal as they contribute to the evaluation
processes (s14: +3). This protection includes specifically addressing power dynamics among
stakeholder groups (s27: +3). This cultural sensitivity and subsequent building of connections
appears to downplay or forestall a need to actively focus on items such as evaluator facilitation
skills (s24: 0), shared meaning making (s11: 0; s40: 0), communication among stakeholders and
between evaluators and stakeholders throughout the evaluation process (s5: 0; s6: -1), and trust
building among stakeholders and with the evaluation team (s7: +1). It seems that if the cultures
of the stakeholders are understood and respected, these items/concerns will naturally follow.
Equally important to creating this connection and understanding is facilitating an
environment where stakeholders learn from the evaluation process and become empowered to
continue the work when the evaluators are gone (s21; +2). Furthermore, this learning is not only
about the program and its impacts, but also about evaluative and higher order thinking. Teaching
and encouraging stakeholders to think about and actively question themselves is paramount to
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evaluators who express this viewpoint (s39; +4). There is an additional belief that this learning
environment can be achieved by stakeholders and evaluators working together to solve problems
(s26; +1). Furthermore, working together truly means working together; the evaluator’s role is
not to decide when and where stakeholders’ inputs are warranted. Doing so is antithesis to this
viewpoint (s16: -3; s17: -2).
Paramount to ensuring a thorough understanding of stakeholders and empowering them is
including a large and diverse group of stakeholders in the evaluation; the more the merrier as the
saying goes (s30: +2). In fact, having more seats at the evaluation table does not muddy the
waters, endanger rigor, or detract from achieving program goals (s3: -3, s9: -4). Perhaps
because of the importance placed on stakeholder voice, less emphasis is placed on
methodological flexibility and professional standards (s32: -2; s35: -2). However, what
absolutely does hinder CEAs is an attempt by the evaluator to maintain objectivity above all else
(s4: -4). Sorter 30 illustrated this viewpoint about objectivity by stating “This [objectivity]
seems like more of an avoidance of relationships. This is in total contradiction to my
understanding of people, communities, and the organizations that mediate between them. I see
this idea as being in conflict with collaborative approaches.”
In contrast to the views expressed by Factor 1 participants, the essential aspects of CEAs,
as perceived by the bipolar Factor 1 participant, are not to empower, build capacity or relate to
the culture of stakeholders, but rather to focus on improving evaluative processes and
understanding of the programs being evaluated (s21: -2; s38: +3). Due to this focus,
understanding and being sensitive to the culture and history of stakeholder groups or
encouraging them to critically reflect takes a backseat to rigor and professional standards (s18: 2; s19: -2; s20: -4; s39: -4). In fact, it is incumbent that the involvement of stakeholders in
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evaluation processes and decisions is conducted rigorously and in alignment with established
standards and practices (s9: +4; s10: +2). This rigor helps to ensure program goals remain a
focus of the evaluation and that added contributions to evaluation decisions do not cloud an
obligation to evaluator objectivity (s3: +3; s4: +4).
Part of this rigor is determining if stakeholders are ready to engage in CEAs, and when
ready who should contribute and at what points; not everyone can make meaningful or
productive contributions (s16: +3; s17: +2; s30: -2). However, determining readiness and when
and how stakeholders contribute is determined by the evaluator’s professional judgement and not
by consulting stakeholders (s29: -2). Ultimately, this viewpoint is evaluator centric, but
acknowledges the need for stakeholder contributions that will aid in the establishment of valid
evaluation results.
Factor 2: Talk to Stakeholders and Trust Will Follow. Factor 2 has an eigenvalue of
4.80 and explains 15% of the total variance in the data. Out of the 32 participants, nine loaded
on Factor 2. Specifically, they are Sort 3 (0.71), Sort 9 (0.57), Sort 10 (0.74), Sort 13 (0.66),
Sort 15 (0.54), Sort 17 (0.61), Sort 21 (0.46), Sort 22 (0.55), and Sort 26 (0.68). This factor was
composed of six Caucasian participants, one participant of Native American descent, and two
participants who chose not to identify their background. The nine participants’ ages ranged from
44 to 80, with two men and seven women. Seven reported holding a doctoral degree and two a
master’s degree. Six practiced program evaluation as university faculty or employees, and three
practiced as private or self-employed consultants. Eight of the respondents either agreed or
strongly agreed that they have the knowledge and skills to perform CEAs, versus only one who
disagreed he has the knowledge and skill. Lastly, these 10 participants reported practicing
program evaluation from between seven to 35 years, with an average of 23 years of practice.
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Evaluators expressing this viewpoint consider establishing trusting relationship between
stakeholders and themselves to be critical; no collaboration can exist without trust (s7: +4).
Creating trust does not just occur on its own, though; it must be earned through active and
consistent communication and ensuring a safe environment for the most vulnerable stakeholders
(s5: +4; s6: +2; s14: +3). The latter point requires evaluators using CEAs to have strong
facilitation skills, and an understanding of the relationships between stakeholders and the
programs serving them (s24: +1; s28: +1).
Before deciding to engage in a CEA, however, it is important to determine that both
evaluators and stakeholders are ready to put in the work required, which means, in part, being
prepared for the additional requirements these approaches entail (s17: +1; s2: +1). Once the
decision is made to begin a CEA, it is essential that roles are established, stakeholders are all on
the same page, and that their contributions are honored and acted upon (s36: +2; s11: +1; s15:
+3). Without this last component, there really is no point to engaging in CEAs. This sentiment
is well expressed by evaluators’ placing equal value on the lived experiences of stakeholders
along with information gathered through more formal methods (s34: +2). It is further supported
by the belief that stakeholder contributions should occur at every level of evaluation decision
making (s31: +2).
Although emphasis is placed on engaging stakeholders over processes or outcomes (s9: 2; s38: -3; s3: -2), focusing on them cannot preclude using valid methods and evaluation designs
(s33: -3). To this end, there is a great need for flexibility in designing these evaluations to
accommodate stakeholder needs, and the possibility for revised or shifting goals as stakeholders
learn from one another and new directions emerge from continued stakeholder input (s32: +3).
This latter point was well expressed by sorter 15 who stated, “The goals may well change and
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CEA should regard all voices as an essential part of the process.” Balance between stakeholder
input and professional judgement is the key to achieving a good blend of stakeholder
involvement and sound methodologies (s35: +2).
Understanding the culture of stakeholders is important to successfully conducting CEAs,
but of less significance is ensuring a diverse set of stakeholders are represented in evaluation
decisions or that the historical contexts of their communities are well understood (s19: +1; s30:
0; s18:0). These viewpoints align with the belief that cultural responsiveness is a less important
component to successfully conducting CEAs (s20: -1), and a natural progression of these
opinions is that the cultural diversity and congruence of the evaluation team are also considered
nonsignificant (s22: -3; s23: -4).
Promoting open communication, authentic stakeholder involvement, and trust-building
also outweigh the need to educate stakeholders about evaluation specifics (s13: 0). Nor is deep
thought and reflection about programs required of stakeholders; it is enough that they participate
in the process and help make decisions (s37: -1; s39: 0). It would seem that empowerment and
capacity-building are just not considered essential aspects needed to implement successful CEAs
(s21: -1; s12: -4). That said, these practices and elements are not mutually exclusive from
communication and trust-building, evaluators just do not need to emphasize them in their
practice or view of essential components to CEAs.
Factor 3: Teach and Empower Stakeholders. Factor 3 has an eigenvalue of 2.88 and
explains 9% of the total variance in the data. Out of the 32 participants, six loaded on Factor 3.
Specifically, they are Sort 1 (0.72), Sort 5 (0.45), Sort 6 (0.53), Sort 28 (0.45), Sort 29 (0.61),
and Sort 31 (0.66). This factor was composed of four Caucasian participants and two
participants who chose not to identify their background. The six participants’ ages ranged from
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37 to 72, with two men and four women. All six loading participants reported holding a doctoral
degree. Three practiced program evaluation as university faculty or employees; two practiced as
private or self-employed consultants, and one practiced as a local, state, or federal agency
employee. Four of the respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that they have the
knowledge and skills to perform CEAs, versus only one who disagreed he has the knowledge and
skill; one responded as unsure about his knowledge and skill level. Lastly, these six participants
reported practicing program evaluation from between 10 to 42 years, with an average of 20 years
of practice.
This group of evaluators believes that CEAs are epitomized by stakeholder participation
in all phases of the evaluation (s31: +4); however, which (s30: 0; s1: -3), why (s15: +4), when
(s16: +1), and how (s36: +3) stakeholders are involved matters. Equally important is that
stakeholder capacity and subsequent empowerment is enhanced through participation in the
evaluation. Empowerment is achieved by increasing stakeholders’ capacity through teaching
them to adopt an evaluative mindset about the program (s12: +2; s37: +3), rather than by
evaluators understanding and addressing cultural and power dynamics (s19: 0; s28: -2; s27: -1;
s22: -2). Furthermore, empowerment does not have to be mutually beneficial; it is enough that
some stakeholder groups receive these benefits (s8: -2).
Both processes and program quality are also equally important to CEAs; this idea may be
considered a hallmark of these approaches (s38: -4). Sorter 1 and Sorter 31 express this
viewpoint by stating “Evaluating program quality is as important as work processes,” and “One
is not necessarily more important than the other,” respectively. Sorter 28 expounded further by
saying
I think that both factors need to be considered. Processes can be improved after quality and
program outcomes have been assessed and evaluated. These outcomes and aspects of
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program quality should guide the improvement in processes. However, there is a cyclic
pattern to all of this, i.e., better understanding of quality and outcomes can drive better
processes and better processes can clearly drive quality and better outcomes.
Data collected through rigorous methodologies is also a must (s34: -2; s9: +2), and one way to
achieve this rigor is through following established CEAs principles (s10: +1). Conversely,
evaluator objectivity (s4: -4) is not required to accomplish rigor or meet the capacity and
empowerment aims of CEAs; however, evaluators in this factor do not place added emphasis on
a constructivist mindset (s40: -3).
Because an integral aspect of CEAs is teaching capacity and subsequent instilment of
empowerment, the evaluators who express this perspective are less concerned about the skills
stakeholders initially bring to the evaluation table (s17: -1; s29: -2). The thinking goes that they
will learn what is necessary as they participate in the process. Furthermore, it is not important to
initially conduct the evaluation with stakeholders, but rather to teach them how to evaluate (s26:
-3; s21: +2). Not all of this education is related to global evaluation concerns; CEAs also require
CEAs specific lessons (s13: +1). Nor are non-evaluator specific skills, such as facilitation,
required to conduct CEAs or achieve educating, evaluation capacity building, and empowerment
aims (s24: 0). It is, however, important to understand community histories, as perceived by
stakeholders, so that evaluation designs, process, and teaching strategies can be tailored to the
needs of the program and stakeholders (s18: +2). The best way to achieve this understanding
and tailored instruction is through a commitment to open communication and trust building (s5:
+3; s6: +1; s7: +2).
Factor 4: Facilitate Stakeholder Communication. Factor 4 has an eigenvalue of 2.24
and explains 7% of the total variance in the data. Out of the 32 participants, two loaded on
Factor 4. Specifically, they are Sort 16 (0.78) and Sort 20 (0.58). This factor was composed of
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one Latino participant and one participant of unknown descent. These two participants’ ages
ranged from 53 to 55, with one man and one woman. Both reported holding a doctoral degree.
One practiced as a not-for-profit or NGO agency employee and one practiced as a private or selfemployed consultant. Both of the respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that they have the
knowledge and skills to perform CEAs. Lastly, these two participants reported practicing
program evaluation for 25 and 35 years, with an average of 30 years of practice.
Evaluators expressing this perspective believe that getting stakeholders to communicate
with each other is an essential task of CEAs (s6: +4), a task that evaluators are in a key position
to fulfill, but which requires strong facilitation skills (s24: +1). An aim of encouraging authentic
communication among stakeholders is to create a shared vision about the program evaluation
while keeping a focus on evaluation goals (s11: +2; s3: +1). It is important, however, that a
shared vision is crafted from a collective understanding of the culture and issues faced by all the
stakeholders within the community (s19: +1; s18: +3), which makes active communication all
the more important in order to ruminate on and gain this understanding (s39: +2).
It is also advantageous for the evaluation team to be diverse and for that diversity to be
compatible with that of the stakeholders (s22: +2; s23: +2). These two elements, in conjunction
with a thorough understanding of community challenges, can lead to a more trusting and open
environment for further communication. Such an environment is a key to effective CEAs (s7:
+4). Sorter 20 expressed this view well by stating that “the essential component of a successful
collaboration is trust.” It further follows that a focus on communication, trust, and shared visions
would require great emphasis be placed on stakeholders’ lived experiences rather than a strict
adherence to objectivity and methodological rigor (s34: +1; s4: -2; s33: +3; s9: -4). To this end,
methodological flexibility trumps following established CEA guidelines (s32: +1; s10: -4).
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As the primary motivation of utilizing CEAs is to facilitate communication and trust
among stakeholders, evaluation capacity building and empowerment are not considered essential
elements by Factor 4 evaluators (s21: -1; s12: -3). Based on this mindset, it is also natural that
teaching stakeholders about the constraints of implementing CEAs is not considered critical (s2:
-2; s13: -2). Stakeholders need not worry about the pros and cons of CEAs or complex details of
the program (s37: -3); they just need to engage one another in open discussion about the
direction the evaluation will take.
Incumbent to facilitating communication between stakeholders is determining individual
stakeholder knowledge and skills that can be leveraged for meaningful communication and the
good of the overall evaluation (s29: +3). However, the identification of key players does not
preclude the importance of including and equally valuing the voices of diverse range of
stakeholders in the conversations (s30: +1; s1: +2). It is important to note, however, that there is
a distinction in the importance of who communicates with each other. Specifically, less
emphasis is placed on communication between stakeholders and evaluators (s5: 0); it appears
more important to facilitate communication among stakeholders rather than be involved in the
communication. This sentiment seems to work both ways, as determining stakeholder roles and
actual participation in evaluation processes and decisions are not essential (s36: -1; s16: 0; s31: 3); getting stakeholders to talk to one another and create a vision for the direction that the
evaluation will follow fulfills the needs of CEAs from this point of view (s8: 0; s15: -1; s26: -1).
Consensus Statements. According to Watts and Stenner (2012), “[consensus
statements] are items whose rankings do not distinguish between any pair of factors” (p. 218).
Only statement 25 was ranked approximately the same way across the four factors in this study.
Specifically, Factor 1 evaluators ranked the statement -1 with score of -0.47; Factor 2 evaluators
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ranked the statement -2 with a score of -0.92; Factor 3 evaluators ranked the statement 0 with a
score of -0.32; and Factor 4 evaluators ranked the statement -2 with a score of -0.76. The nonpositive scores of this item across all four factors indicate that the majority of evaluators, in this
study, do not consider the need for additional problem-solving skills to be essential to CEAs.
Participant 22 elucidated this viewpoint by stating, “You don't necessarily need more problem
solving skills, but may need better communication skills and the ability to keep people engaged
in the process.”
Summary
Chapter Four presented the results of this QM study exploring program evaluators’
perception about the essential practices, elements, or attributes of CEAs. The first phase of the
study, concourse and Q sample development, entailed the collection of statements from a review
of the literature, and 12 responses to an open-ended questionnaire. A total of 235 statements
were gathered from these sources, and represented the “population” from which the Q sample
was drawn.
Reducing the concourse to the Q sample was a four-step process. The first step consisted
of an initial review to eliminate duplicate or like statements and resulted in the retention of 180
statements from the concourse. The second review was a collaborative effort by me and the
dissertation chair that looked for emergent themes following a structured approach to Q sample
development, and resulted in a further reduction of the concourse to 59 original or composite
ideal statements. These 59 statements were then reviewed a third time to ensure they accurately
represented the emergent concepts from the prior review resulting in a slight reduction to 53
statements. Our fourth and final review resulted in a 40 item Q sample.
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The primary data collection phase of the study, the Q sort, was conducted next. A total of
164 recruitment emails were sent to potential study participants over a two-month period and
resulted in 32 completed sorts. These participants were first presented with the condition of
instruction: “What do you consider to be the essential practices, elements, or attributes of
collaborative evaluation approaches?” and asked to rank the 40 Q sample statements on a forced
distribution sorting grid ranging from +4 (most essential) to -4 (least essential). Upon
completion of the Q sort, participants were then given the opportunity to complete an optional
post-sort questionnaire which collected demographic information and, more importantly,
contextual information about why they chose to place statements at the extreme ends of the
distribution, the +4 and -4 positions.
The final phase of the study was the data analysis. This analysis consisted of a series of
data reduction techniques to facilitate data interpretation. The first data reduction technique was
the generation of a correlation matrix. Next a factor analysis was conducted that, after a series of
data-based decisions, resulted in a four-factor solution. Lastly, factor arrays representing the
ideal sort for each of the four factors were constructed and interpreted using a systematic method
developed by Watts and Stenner (2012). Through the factor interpretation process, the following
perspectives about CEAs emerged: Culturally Connect with Stakeholders; Talk to Stakeholders
and Trust Will Follow; Teach and Empower Stakeholders; and Facilitate Stakeholder
Communication.
The next and final chapter of this dissertation will discuss the factor interpretations
presented in this chapter in terms of their relationships to one another and to the field of
evaluation. The strengths and limitations of this study will also be presented in the next chapter.
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Next, implications and avenues for future research will be explored. Lastly, I will offer the final
conclusions of this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISSCUSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to explore program evaluators’ perceptions about what
they consider to be the essential practices, elements, or attributes of collaborative evaluation
approaches (CEAs). This topic was investigated because of the increasing use of CEAs within
the field and the ambiguity about what does and does not constitute a CEA (Daigneault, 2014).
Several researchers have proposed frameworks that attempt to define the essential elements that
distinguish CEAs from other evaluation approaches; however, the literature still lacks consensus
on their exact nature (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998; Cousins et al., 2013; Daigneault & Jacobs,
2009; Fetterman et al., 2014). It was through an examination of evaluators’ viewpoints on the
subject using Q Methodology (QM) that this study attempted to provide the field with empirical
evidence clarifying the nature of CEAs. QM was chosen as the means to investigate evaluators’
perspectives about CEAs because it provides a systematic way to study human subjectivity that
is holistic and provides insights into the finite diversity of viewpoints surrounding a topic (S. R.
Brown, 1980; McKeown & Thomas, 1988; Stephenson, 1953; van Exel & de Graaf, 2005; Watts
& Stenner, 2012).
In a QM study these finite viewpoints are expressed as factors and subsequently factor
arrays, and the remainder of Chapter Five begins with a discussion of the interpretation of the
factor arrays generated in this study. Thereafter, a discussion about the strength and limitations
of this study is provided, followed by a discussion of the implications of this study for the field
of evaluation. Lastly, future research recommendations are made, and final conclusions about
this study are provided.
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Discussion
As previously stated, the purpose of this study was to explore evaluators’ perspectives
related to CEAs, and QM was used to achieve this purpose. A total of 32 participants were
recruited to perform Q sorts on a set of 40 statements related to CEAs. The participants’ sorts
were then factor analyzed, and after a series of statistical decisions a total of four factors were
extracted and rotated. Factor arrays or ideal sort configurations were then generated for each of
the four factors. These arrays and the subsequent rankings of each statement within them were
then interpreted to determine the finite viewpoints they expressed. From these interpretations,
each factor was given a theme or name that distilled the major views expressed by the factor.
The themes given to each factor are: Culturally Connect with Stakeholders, Talk to Stakeholders
and Trust Will Follow, Teach and Empower Stakeholders, and Facilitate Stakeholder
Communication. The remainder of this section will discuss each of these factors, and some of
the commonalities and differences between them. Table 7 provides a summary of this discussion.
Table 7
Factor Discussion Summary
Factor 1
Culturally Connect

Factor 2
Talk & Trust

Factor 3
Teach & Empower

Factor 4
Facilitate
Communication
Deep stakeholder
Fostering a climate of
participation in
open communication
evaluation activities
between stakeholders
will promote ECB and with the goal of
subsequent
creating a shared
empowerment (Depth vision for evaluation
dimension)

Addressing context
and power dynamics;
ensures equal voice
and reduces undue
influence of the most
powerful stakeholders

Trust through
communication is
considered to be an
especially important
aspect to CEAs that
involve
disenfranchised
stakeholders

Nurtures control,
depth, & diversity
dimensions of CEAs

Factor 2 and Factor 1
both emphasize Power
dynamics and the
safety of vulnerable
stakeholders

Factor 3 and Factor 1
both value ECB and
empowerment, but
they express differing
paths for achieving
these aims.
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Table 7 (continued)
Fostering CEA
dimensions Boosts
credibility

Factor perspective
aligns with
transformative
participatory
evaluation of
empowering and
promoting social
change

Addressing these
dynamics is a
necessary step when
conducting CEAs;
especially those with
an aim of
empowerment

F1 evaluators
emphasize cultural
connections and
responsiveness.
F3 evaluators stress
participation in
evaluation and
teaching stakeholders
Soft skills are not
Factor 3 evaluators
considered essential to believe the very act of
CEAs by these
participating in an
evaluators despite
evaluation results in
literature suggesting
ECB, whereas
otherwise. Only
Factor 1 evaluators
Factors 1 and 3
pursue a socialranked facilitation
constructivist
skills positively.
approach to ECB

This path to trust
building is similar to
the tact taken by
evaluators in Factor 1
to achieve ECB and
empowerment.
F4 evaluators don’t
view communication
between stakeholder
and evaluators to be
essential like F1
evaluators do.
Instead, F4 evaluators
consider facilitating
communication only
among stakeholders to
be essential.

The first of these factors was named Culturally Connect with Stakeholders because the
views evaluators within it expressed about the essential practices and elements of CEAs focused
on understanding and being responsive to the cultural and historic needs of a diverse set of
stakeholders. In fact, evaluators expressing this perspective ranked three of the five culture and
stakeholder context-related statements higher than any of the evaluators within the other factors
(s19, s20, s22). This focus aligns with the cultural diversity of the evaluators who comprise this
factor. Of particular importance to this viewpoint is addressing power dynamics among
stakeholders to ensure that traditionally disenfranchised stakeholders have a seat and voice at the
evaluation table. This latter focus is important because it has been shown that evaluators are
most often convinced to modify evaluation designs and methods based on the concerns of the
most powerful or influential stakeholders (Azzam, 2010). Evaluators expressing this viewpoint
acknowledge this tendency by ensuring these dynamics are explicitly addressed.
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By honoring and connecting with stakeholders through cultural understanding and
addressing power dynamics, it is believed that CEAs are able to facilitate deep and active
participation by a diverse and largely representative set of stakeholders who have primary
control over evaluation decisions. The emphasis placed on nurturing high levels of these three
dimensions (depth of stakeholder involvement, diversity of participating stakeholders, and
control) are hallmarks of a strong CEA (Daigneault & Jacobs, 2009). Furthermore, fostering
these aspects of CEAs is tantamount to boosting the credibility and use of evaluation results
(Alkin & Taut, 2003; Dillman, 2013), the latter of which is an extremely important goal of
evaluations. Ultimately, promoting these dimensions creates an environment where there is an
equal partnership among stakeholders with the evaluator(s) serving as technical consultants who
foster evaluation capacity building (ECB) by guiding stakeholders through the evaluation
processes. As such, this viewpoint is one that follows a transformative participatory evaluation
approach where the primary goal is to empower stakeholders and elicit social change (Cousins &
Chouinard, 2012).
Factor 1 also contained a negative loading sort, making this factor take on a bipolar or
inverted nature. Central to this alternate viewpoint is evaluator control over evaluation decisions
in order to maintain methodological rigor and to keep the focus on meeting program goals. As
such, the evaluator expressing this inverted viewpoint subscribes to a methods ideology whereby
program accountability is a primary function of the evaluation (Alkin, 2012). Secondary to
accountability, but still of importance to this viewpoint, is increasing stakeholder process use.
Therefore, stakeholder participation and input are solicited primarily as a means to identify,
understand, and solve program problems to achieve accountability, but have the added benefit of
increasing process use (Cousins & Earl, 1992).
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The second factor was named Talk to Stakeholders and Trust Will Follow because the
evaluators expressing this perspective consider open and active communication to be an
important stepping stone to establishing trust among stakeholders, and trust building to be an
essential element to conducting successful CEAs. Trust through communication is considered to
be an especially important aspect to CEAs that involve disenfranchised stakeholders (Baur, Van
Elteren, Nierse, & Abma, 2010). Power dynamics and the safety of vulnerable stakeholders are
areas of shared emphasis for both Factor 1 and Factor 2 evaluators as evidenced by their similar
rank ordering of statement 14 (+3), and the observation that they are the only two participant
perspectives to not rank any of the three statements related to these topics negatively (s14, s27,
and s28). The emergence of this theme as important with these two factors aligns with the
literature that suggests the need to address or at a minimum acknowledge that these dynamics
can be a necessary step when conducting CEAs; especially those with an aim of empowerment
(Holte-McKenzie, Forde, & Theobald, 2006).
Because a fundamental aspect of Factor 2 is communication, it is natural that evaluator
facilitation skills would emerge as positively ranked statement (s24, +1). It is, however,
surprising that Factor 4 was the only other perspective whose participants ranked this item
positively (+1) considering that the literature addresses non-traditional evaluator skills or soft
skills as bearing importance to CEAs (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012). Statement 25 was the only
other statement to deal with soft skills, and it emerged as a consensus statement that was ranked
negatively or neutral by evaluators within all four factors, not including the bipolar array. These
observations seem to indicate that soft skills are not considered essential to CEAs by these
evaluators; however, the Q sample for this study was limited to only two statements related to
these skills; thus, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions in this regard.
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Interestingly, Factor 2 and Factor 1 evaluators do not place the same emphasis on
understanding and responding to the culture of stakeholders. For example, Factor 1 evaluators
ranked all items related to culture positively (s19, s20, s22, and s23), whereas Factor 2 evaluators
ranked all of these items except statement 19 negatively. This lack of emphasis on stakeholder
and evaluator culture would seem to be counterintuitive in relation to establishing trust; however,
it is possible that Factor 2 evaluators, who are primarily white, rely on situational-analysis or awareness competencies to address this incongruity (Stevahn, King, Ghere, & Minnema, 2005).
For example, Factor 2 evaluators may instinctively apply culturally conscious self-awareness to
there thinking about CEAs, which Garcia and Stevahn (2020) describe as a situational-awareness
skill where
…an evaluator knows “self” deeply and purposely applies this understanding when
working in environments or communities culturally different from one’s own. [In these
instances] the skilled evaluator brings humility to the process of learning cultural
qualities and values that will be important to the credibility of the study. (p. 117)
Such a consideration could explain the emphasis these evaluators place on communication in lieu
of culture to establish trust when conducting CEAs because communication with stakeholders
will produce opportunities to learn about culture in manner that is less direct but still effective.
Factor 3 was named Teach and Empower Stakeholders due to the emergence of teaching
and empowerment themes viewed as essential elements of CEAs. As stated previously, deep
participation is considered a hallmark or fundamental aspect of CEAs (Cousins & Whitmore,
1998; Daigneault & Jacobs, 2009), and participants that comprise this perspective conform to the
literature in that they believes that deep stakeholder participation in evaluation activities will
promote ECB and subsequent empowerment. Interestingly, both the participants comprising this
factor and Factor 1 value ECB and empowerment, but they express differing paths for achieving
these aims. Whereas participants comprising Factor 1 view the route being achieved, in part,
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through connecting and cultural responsiveness, Factor 3 participants see these aims being
achieved by encouraging and fostering active participation in evaluation decisions and processes
and teaching stakeholders to think evaluatively. For example, both factor participants ranked
statement 21, “Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of
them being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over,” the
same (s21: +2), indicating agreement that ECB is important. However, Factor 3 participants
ranked statement 12, “Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program
evaluation processes,” at +2 and Factor 1 participants ranked it only as 0, indicating the emphasis
Factor 3 participants place on learning about evaluation process through participation in those
processes. Furthermore, Factor 3 participants ranked statement 37, “Encouraging stakeholders to
think more deeply about the program and supporting their ability to do so,” at +3; whereas Factor
1 participants ranked it at -1. This is an indication that Factor 3 participants aim to teach
evaluative thinking as a path to ECB and empowerment. It is also noteworthy that neither Factor
2 nor Factor 4 participants ranked any of these statements positively.
The distinction between these two approaches to ECB and subsequent empowerment
highlights varying rationales for conducting CEAs found in the literature. For example, Factor 3
participants seem to apply the principle of process use as proposed by Patton (2008) whereby the
very act of stakeholder participating in an evaluation will result in ECB. However, the views
that emerged from this factor take it a step further by actively encouraging ECB through a
teaching approach (Preskill & Boyle, 2008). Conversely, Factor 1 participants envision a socialconstructivist approach to ECB whereby
Individuals should have the opportunity to develop and try out new conceptualizations of
evaluation that better fit the existing reality; they should have the time and freedom to
consider and discuss the implications of these changing mental patterns, they should have
an environment where it is safe to try new things and fail, and they should be supported
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by other skilled individuals who can help develop new conceptualizations of evaluation.
These types of interactions affect the social and cultural patterns of the organization as
well. The increased development of new social and cultural interactions for individuals
allows them to construct a new culture for evaluation within their group that subsequently
can help the organization to develop more capacity. (Huffman, Thomas, & Lawrenz,
2008, p. 360)
The fourth and last factor that emerged from this study was named Facilitate Stakeholder
Communication because the main themes that emerged from this perspective were fostering a
climate of open communication among stakeholders with the goal of creating a shared vision for
evaluation. The perspective expressed by evaluators comprising Factor 4 shares an interesting
level of similarities with both the Factor 1 and Factor 2 perspectives, and yet blends them in a
way that makes for a distinct perspective. For example, Factor 2 and Factor 4 participants both
focus on communication and trust as evidenced by how these factor participants ranked
statement 6, “All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other
throughout the evaluation,” at +2 (F2) and +4 (F4), and statement 7 “Understanding that trust is
crucial and should be intentionally nurtured among all stakeholders and evaluators” at +4 (F2 &
F4). However, evaluators within Factor 4 do not see enhanced communication as a primary
means to build trust like evaluators in Factor 2 do. Instead, Factor 4 evaluators seem to embrace
cultural congruence and understanding as a path to trust building as illustrated by their ranking
both statement 22 “The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…)”
and statement 23 “The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups” at
+2, and also ranking statement 18 “From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the
historical context of the community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address”
at +3. This path to trust-building is similar to the tact taken by evaluators in Factor 1 to achieve
ECB and empowerment. Furthermore, Factor 4 evaluators do not view communication among
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stakeholders and evaluators to be essential like Factor 2 evaluators do. Instead, Factor 4
evaluators consider facilitating communication only among stakeholders to be essential as
evidenced by their only ranking statement 5 “Clear and consistent multi-directional
communication among all stakeholders and evaluators” at 0, whereas, as previously noted,
statement 6 was ranked at the top or most essential slot. In either case, the facilitation of
communication is an important strategy for the aims evaluators expressing these viewpoints want
to achieve, and ultimately for increasing understanding of program issues by evaluators and
stakeholders (Baur, Abma, & Widdershoven, 2010).
Strengths and Limitations
The primary strength of this study is methodological. Although the literature contains
studies that explore evaluators’ beliefs and practices about various topics related to program
evaluation such as ECB, methodological choices, evaluation use, and differentiating successful
from unsuccessful evaluations (Azzam, 2011; Cousins, Elliot, Amo, Bourgeois, Chouinard, Goh,
& Lahey, 2008; Cousins et al., 2016; Fleischer & Christie, 2009), few if any have utilized QM at
all, yet alone used it to investigate evaluators’ perspectives about CEAs. This aspect of the study
allows for a truly unique contribution to the literature in the field. Furthermore, using QM to
conduct this exploratory study allowed for a process that was participatory and holistic from start
to finish, thereby helping to ensure participants’ perspectives or voices were allowed to emerge
with limited researcher a priori influence (van Exel & de Graaf, 2005). The start to finish
participatory and holistic nature of this QM study is expressed through participant-led
development of the concourse via a primarily naturalistic approach (McKeown & Thomas, 1988)
and subsequent Q sample construction using both a deductive and inductive approach which
allowed for emergent themes to dictate item selection (McKeown & Thomas, 1988). In the
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collection of Q sort data, participants were able to express their perspectives holistically by
virtue of rank ordering statements on the forced distribution (Stainton Rogers, 1995; Watts &
Stenner, 2012). Factor analyzing sorts as opposed to individual statements maintained the
holistic nature of the data (McKeown & Thomas, 1988; Stainton Rogers, 1995; Watts & Stenner,
2012). Lastly, data analysis and interpretation attempted to account for a maximum amount of
variation in the data. Interpretation encompassed the entire range of statements to capture the
entire viewpoint expressed as opposed to a focus on just extreme (+4 & -4) ranked items (Watts
& Stenner, 2012). The participatory and holistic aspects of this study also honor the ideology of
CEAs, which further strengthen the study.
The primary limitation of this study is that Factor 4 only contained two significantly
loaded sorts. Although this amount of loads meets the threshold for a valid factor, I would have
been more comfortable if the factor contained at least one more load. Having another load on
this factor would have improved the reliability and added an additional perspective to this factor.
Furthermore, an additional sort may have aided in interpretation of the factor as additional postsort data would have been available for review, adding useful contextual information.
Implications
This study adds to the existing literature about CEAs by providing evidence about what
elements and practices program evaluators perceive to be essential to CEAs. This knowledge
could be used to advance research into evaluation such as investigating whether the absence or
existence of these elements or variables boosts CEA-specific program outcomes. For example,
does the presence of cultural connections in a collaborative evaluation enhance ECB among
stakeholders? Do evaluators actually exhibit these practices in the field? Do evaluators utilize
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the same combinations of practices and elements in every evaluation, or is their use context
specific? The list of research topics is endless!
In addition to adding to the general knowledge base and providing direction for future
research, the results of this study help inform our understanding of how evaluators view the goals
or aims of CEAs. For example, evaluators in Factor 1 clearly view the goal of collaborative
evaluation to be transformative or emancipatory; whereas, Factor 3 evaluators appear to value a
more practical goal of increasing evaluation capacity. Both of these aims align with those
proposed in the literature and help solidify thinking on this topic (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012).
This study has revealed several elements and practices that evaluators consider to be
essential to CEAs. These elements could be considered as a list of best practices used to
navigate the complexities of conducting CEAs. For example, understanding and addressing
power dynamics among stakeholders has been identified as important to ensuring equal
participation in an evaluation. Emphasis should, therefore, be placed on identifying these
dynamics at the onset of an evaluation and implementing practices that will alleviate their effects
on participation. To this end, it is recommended that communication methods such as
storytelling can help diffuse the effects of these dynamics (Baur et al., 2010). This
recommendation also aligns with the views expressed in this study and lends support to their use
as guideposts in evaluation practice.
Communication is also viewed as a means to trust building, and trust is viewed as an
essential element of CEAs. Therefore, it may be prudent to include courses on communication
or facilitation skills within program evaluation certificate and degree programs. This may seem
to be a skill unrelated to more traditional evaluator knowledge bases such as methodology and
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evaluation design, but it is clearly essential to the practice of CEAs. Partnerships with colleges
of health or education could facilitate the offering of such courses.
Another “best practice” identified in this study is connecting culturally with stakeholders.
The results of this study indicate that a variety of strategies can be employed to make these
cultural connections. For example, ensuring a diverse evaluation team is considered important
by evaluators included in two of the factors in the study, and evaluators included in three of the
factors in this study consider understanding the historical context of stakeholders to be essential.
Future Research
The recommendations for future research are based on observations garnered during the
implementation of this study. They are as follows:


Conducting a follow-up study to confirm the interpretation of the factors in this study
would help provide additional context and validation that the interpretations accurately
represent the perspective of the study participants.



It would be informative to conduct a QM study about the essential elements of CEAs
where sorter identities are known so that centroid or judgmental rotations could be used
to ensure that CEA thought leaders could be accounted for more specifically in the
creation of factor arrays and subsequent interpretation.



Further research into what evaluators think are essential soft skills necessary or helpful to
conducting CEAs would help fill the gap in this study. The Canadian Evaluation Society
(https://evaluationcanada.ca/) provides an extensive list of these skills, and it would be
interesting to use this as the source for a Q sample.
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Conclusions
CEAs are increasing in popularity as the aims of evaluation have shifted away from just
accountability toward greater goals of increasing evaluation use and evaluation capacity and
encouraging empowerment, all of which CEAs are designed to address. Over the years, many
prescriptive collaborative evaluation models have been proposed to address these aims, creating
confusion as to what aspects of these approaches are critical. The purpose of this study was to
explore what program evaluators perceive to be the essential practices, elements or attributes of
CEAs. QM was used for this study because investigating evaluators’ perceptions about CEAs is
an exploration into subjectivity and operant attitudes, and QM is specifically designed to
systematically investigate subjectivity.
A total of 32 program evaluators participated in this study. Guided by the research
question “What do program evaluators consider to be the essential practices, elements or
attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches?” these participants rank ordered 40 statements
on a forced distribution. The results of this data collection process and subsequent factor
analysis yielded four distinct viewpoints about CEAs. I named these perspectives Factor 1
Culturally Connect with Stakeholders; Factor 2 Talk to Stakeholders and Trust Will Follow;
Factor 3 Teach and Empower Stakeholders; and Factor 4 Facilitate Stakeholder Communication.
These descriptors express a varied assortment of perspectives that value culture, trust
building, evaluation capacity building and empowerment, and communication as cornerstones to
CEAs. Although this study was intended to be exploratory, the viewpoints that emerged help
validate the literature about the purposes and dimensions that define and drive CEAs.
Furthermore, this study reveals that while the primary goals of CEAs are relatively static, the
means for achieving them will differ.
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Appendix A
Concourse Questionnaire
Perspectives toward What Makes Collaborative Evaluation Approaches Collaborative
Naturalistic Concourse Items (From Participants)

"What specific practices, elements or attributes do YOU believe are essential to collaborative
program evaluation approaches? (Please list and describe up to ten)

(Please list and describe as many as ten)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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What specific practices elements or attributes do you think OTHER PROGRAM
EVALUATORS believe are essential to collaborative program evaluation approaches? (Please
list and describe up to ten)
(Please list and describe as many as ten)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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What specific practices elements or attributes do you think NON-EVALUATOR PROGRAM
STAKEHOLDERS believe are essential to collaborative program evaluation approaches?
(Please list and describe up to ten)

(Please list and describe as many as ten)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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What practices, elements or attributes do you think DISTINGUISH collaborative program
evaluation approaches from other types of evaluation models or approaches? (Please list and
describe up to ten)

(Please list and describe as many as ten)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Appendix B
Q sample Statements
1. Democratic values, thinking, and approaches are privileged.
2. Ensuring a collective understanding that collaborative evaluation approaches require
more time and other resource to implement.
3. Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more distractions).
4. A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
5. Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
evaluators.
6. All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
the evaluation.
7. Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators.
8. Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).
9. Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
10. Following the guidelines and principles of collaborative evaluation models as outlined by
AEA, CBPRE-E and similar groups.
11. Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders.
12. Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program evaluation processes.
13. Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders about its
processes, procedures, and purposes.
14. Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who participate in
collaborative evaluation.
15. Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are taken
seriously and mean something.
16. Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder input and
which do not.
17. Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined.
18. From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.
19. Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
inclusiveness.
20. Evaluators are culturally responsive to stakeholders.
21. Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over.
22. The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…).
23. The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups.
24. Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable.
25. CEA often entails more complexity than traditional approaches, and thus requires more
extensive problem solving skills.
26. Rather than doing projects to or for targeted groups; doing projects with them.
27. Power inequities among stakeholder groups are explicitly addressed.
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28. Understanding stakeholder relationships to evaluands, particularly the power dynamics
between them.
29. Stakeholder strengths and gifts that might contribute to the evaluation are identified and
mapped.
30. Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders.
31. Active stakeholder participation in evaluation decisions, processes, and the dissemination
and discussion of results.
32. Flexibility in evaluation design/methodology to fit client needs and budget.
33. Focus on client over strict methodological purity.
34. Valuing both experiential knowledge and knowledge produced through systematic
inquiry.
35. Balancing between evaluator professional responsibilities and duties, and stakeholder
voice and contributions.
36. Discussing and determining everyone’s respective roles in the evaluation (both evaluators
and stakeholders).
37. Encouraging stakeholders to think more deeply about the program and supporting their
ability to do so.
38. Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding program
quality.
39. Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
40. Shared/constructed understanding is emphasized, rather than empirical evidence.
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Appendix C
UNF IRB Approval Letter
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Appendix D
Recruitment email | Q Sort
From:

Dax Weaver

Date: November 4, 2019
To:

Potential Participant

Subject: What Makes Collaborative Evaluations Collaborative? A Study of Evaluator
Perspectives.
Hello,
My name is Dax Weaver and I am conducting dissertation research on what people consider to
be the essential practices, elements and/or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches. I
am requesting your participation in this research study. Your participation will involve you
responding to one written prompt designed to elicit your perspectives on what are the essential
practices, elements and/or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches. Your participation
will involve sorting 40 statements, each representing a practice, element and/or attribute of
collaborative evaluation approaches. Your participation in this sorting process and the
accompanying background information questions will take approximately 25 minutes to
complete.
Your participation is completely voluntary; you may withdraw at any time during the process.
All responses will be anonymous, as no personally identifying data (like names and emails) will
be collected. Additionally, all data collected from this process will be kept securely by the
researchers, and any data and findings resulting from this study that are eventually described in
writing or presented publicly, will only be in the aggregate. In compliance with IRB
requirements and to insure data security, your responses will be stored on a secure server and
destroyed at the culmination of this research.
There are no foreseeable risks, direct benefits, or compensation for participating in this study.
However, your participation in this research may lead to a more nuanced understanding of how
program evaluation practitioners and theorists perceive collaborative evaluation approaches.
The University of North Florida Institutional Review Board has approved this research study. If
you have any concerns, questions, or requests regarding your rights as a participant, please
contact the University of North Florida’s Institutional Review Board directly at 904-620-2498 or
via email at irb@unf.edu. Should you have any questions regarding the design or purpose of this
study or the research approach I am using, please feel free to contact me, Dax Weaver, directly at
d.weaver@unf.edu, or my Doctoral Chairperson, Dr. Chris Janson, at Redacted
or
c.janson@unf.edu.
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Completion of this concourse questionnaire implies that you have read the information
describing the process and consent to take part in the research
Please click the link below to go to the online sorting activity. Upon opening the link below, you
will be asked to again read the consent information for this study. Once completed, the actual
sorting activity and instructions will be launched.
Q Sort link: http://www.edutrope.phpwebhosting.com/HTMLQ-Dax/#/

Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely,
Dax Weaver, Doctoral Student, Principal Researcher
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Appendix E
Informed Consent
Welcome to this collective exploration of people's perspectives about what they consider to
be the essential elements or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches.
In order to better understand the range and nuances of how people understand what they consider to
be the essential elements or attributes of collaborative evaluation approaches, you are invited to
participate in the following anonymous, four-item questionnaire.
Your participation will involve you responding to four written prompt designed to elicit your
perspectives what you consider to be the essential elements or attributes of collaborative evaluation
approaches. Your participation in this questionnaire is estimated to take you around 10-15 minutes to
complete.
You must be older than 18 to participate in this research study. Also, your participation is completely
voluntary; you may withdraw at any time during the process. All data collected through this process
is anonymous. Following data collection, all data will be kept securely and all data and findings
resulting from this study that will be eventually described in writing or presented publicly will only
be in the aggregate. In compliance with IRB requirements and to insure data security, responses will
be stored on a secure server and destroyed at the culmination of this research.
There are no foreseeable risks, direct benefits, or compensation for participating in this study.
However, your participation in this research will contribute to the development of a research
instrument, called a Q Sample, which will be used in a further phase of the study. In total, this
research study may lead to a general advancement in how we understand collaborative evaluation
approaches.
The University of North Florida Institutional Review Board has approved this research study. If you
have any concerns, questions, or requests regarding your rights as a participant, please contact the
University of North Florida’s Institutional Review Board directly at 904-620-2498 or via email at
irb@unf.edu. Should you have any questions regarding the design or purpose of this study or the
research approach I am using, please feel free to contact me, Dax Weaver, directly at
or
d.weaver@unf.edu, or my Doctoral Chairperson, Dr. Chris Janson, at Redacted
c.janson@unf.edu.
Completion of this questionnaire implies that you have read the information describing the process
and consent to take part in the research. Thank you very much for your time and participation.
Sincerely,
Dax Weaver, Doctoral Student
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Appendix F
Post-Sort Questionnaire
1) Please concisely describe why the practices, elements, and/or attributes you placed under the
"+4" column are MOST ESSENTIAL to collaborate evaluation approaches (CEA).
Statement #

Reason

_______

______________________________________________________________

_______

______________________________________________________________

Likewise, please describe why the statements you placed below the "-4" column are LEAST
ESSENTIAL.
Statement #

Reason

_______

___________________________________________________

_______

___________________________________________________

Background Information

1. How do you describe your race? __________________________________
2. How old are you? ___________________________
3. What is your sex or gender?


Female



Male

4. What best describes your highest level of education?


Bachelors degree



Masters degree



PhD or EdD



Other
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5. Do you primarily practice program evaluation as a:


Private or self-employed consultant



University faculty or employee



Local, state, or federal agency employee



Not-for-profit or NGO agency employee



Other

6. What best describes your political preferences?


Very liberal



Somewhat liberal



Moderate



Somewhat conservative



Very conservative

7. In what field/context do you usually practice program evaluation? (Eg. Education,
Health, etc.) _____________________________________________________________
8. How many years have practiced program evaluation? ________________
9. Please indicate your level of agreement with the follow: Using CEAs are appropriate
for every situation or context.


Strongly disagree



Disagree



Neither disagree nor agree



Agree



Strongly agree

10. Please indicate your level of agreement with the follow: I have the knowledge and
skills needed to perform CEA.


Strongly disagree



Disagree



Neither disagree nor agree



Agree



Strongly agree
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11. What would be your reasons for conducting a collaborative evaluation approach?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix G
Unrotated Factor Matrix
SORTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1
0.3846
0.3848
0.5166
0.6336
0.2663
0.2318
0.6888
0.478
0.0388
0.5148
0.5225
0.3533
0.406
0.5928
0.7005
0.195
0.6163
0.7229
0.6334
0.3329
0.2842
0.2912
0.3612
-0.2382
0.6008
0.4948
-0.3723
0.4994
0.3002
0.6504
0.4508
0.5019

2
0.1476
-0.0344
0.5046
-0.2339
0.3057
0.2604
-0.4453
-0.3315
0.4375
0.4086
0.0603
0.1448
0.5197
-0.235
0.1775
-0.4188
0.177
-0.0976
-0.559
-0.0536
0.445
0.5545
0.3546
0.2224
0.0188
0.3885
0.7266
0.3369
0.0369
-0.5847
0.3769
-0.3754

3
-0.653
-0.1212
0.1765
0.2185
-0.1034
-0.4135
0.0943
0.1167
0.5695
0.3416
-0.0536
0.0694
0.0301
-0.1471
0.0207
0.6067
0.2444
-0.0682
0.1805
0.2936
-0.0074
0.0757
-0.0361
0.0676
-0.1681
0.3715
0.0192
-0.0527
-0.3353
-0.1229
-0.5001
-0.2566

Factors

4
0.1003
0.0756
0.024
0.2721
0.4014
0.1162
-0.038
-0.3612
0.0026
-0.1622
0.0723
-0.4781
-0.3884
-0.0722
-0.1179
0.4576
-0.1929
-0.2469
0.0464
0.4657
0.0146
0.1851
0.1053
-0.0391
-0.3404
0.1331
0.1382
0.2982
0.5332
-0.0678
0.0138
0.2937
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5
0.0199
0.4922
-0.0193
-0.2837
0.09
-0.388
-0.2802
-0.212
-0.0935
0.1214
-0.1213
-0.1541
0.3359
-0.0144
0.2079
-0.0993
0.2838
-0.0358
0.0062
0.2806
-0.5811
0.0571
-0.1427
0.4695
0.2131
0.0386
-0.2282
-0.1874
0.2782
-0.0936
-0.0985
0.2122

6
-0.0155
0.1501
-0.1115
-0.0063
-0.2179
0.2086
-0.0677
0.0927
0.4497
-0.2139
0.2158
-0.4171
0.0774
0.1813
-0.09
-0.1313
-0.2061
0.0804
0.0507
0.2976
-0.1275
0.4578
-0.3739
0.1322
0.181
-0.3128
-0.0975
0.4246
-0.4183
0.1111
0.0913
-0.1678

7
0.2281
-0.1442
-0.0996
-0.1501
0.3546
-0.4225
0.2117
0.3728
0.1313
-0.0263
-0.2407
0.2104
0.0537
-0.2551
-0.3604
-0.0759
-0.1722
0.2258
-0.0175
0.2739
0.1725
-0.1821
-0.1032
0.3354
0.0387
-0.0637
0.1188
0.3059
0.0297
0.0381
0.073
0.1345

8
-0.2159
-0.067
0.2186
0.0977
-0.2555
0.3681
0.2247
-0.1599
0.0728
-0.2521
-0.3329
0.3076
-0.0503
-0.2037
-0.0302
-0.0725
0.3521
-0.0199
-0.02
-0.1096
-0.1323
0.1072
-0.2799
0.3493
-0.2565
-0.0205
0.0346
0.1683
0.1372
0.1958
0.1091
0.2387
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Appendix H
Factor Arrays
Number

Statement

Factor Arrays
1

2

3

4

1

Democratic values, thinking, and approaches are privileged.

1

-2

-3

2

2

Ensuring a collective understanding that collaborative evaluation approaches
require more time and other resource to implement.

0

1

-1

-2

3

Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more
distractions).

-3

-2

-1

1

4

A commitment to evaluator objectivity.

-4

-1

-4

-2

5

Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders
and evaluators.

0

4

3

0

6

All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other
throughout the evaluation.

-1

2

1

4

7

Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured
amongst all stakeholders and evaluators.

1

4

2

4

8

Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).

-1

0

-2

0

9

Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor
is not sacrificed.

-4

-2

2

-4

10

Following the guidelines and principles of collaborative evaluation models as
outlined by AEA, CBPRE-E and similar groups.

-2

0

1

-4

11

Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders.

0

1

1

2

12

Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program evaluation
processes. (para 2: empower, but not thru learning about eval)

0

-4

2

-3

13

Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders
about its processes, procedures, and purposes.

-1

0

1

-2

14

Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who
participate in collaborative evaluation.

3

3

0

-1

15

Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are
taken seriously and mean something.

1

3

4

-1

16

Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder
input and which do not.

-3

-1

1

0

17

Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined.

-2

1

-1

0

18

From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context
of the community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.

2

0

2

3
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19

Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as
diversity and inclusiveness.

2

1

0

1

20

Evaluators are culturally responsive to stakeholders.

4

-1

1

0

21

2

-1

2

-1

22

Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the
intention of them being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the
collaboration is over.
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…).

3

-3

-2

2

23

The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups.

1

-4

0

2

24

Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is
equitable.

0

1

0

1

25

CEA often entails more complexity than traditional approaches, and thus
requires more extensive problem solving skills.

-1

-2

0

-2

26

Rather than doing projects to or for targeted groups; doing projects with them.

1

0

-3

-1

27

Power inequities among stakeholder groups are explicitly addressed.

3

0

-1

0

28

Understanding stakeholder relationships to evaluands, particularly the power
dynamics between them.

0

1

-2

-1

29

Stakeholder strengths and gifts that might contribute to the evaluation are
identified and mapped.

2

-1

-2

3

30

Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders.

2

0

0

1

31

Active stakeholder participation in evaluation decisions, processes, and the
dissemination and discussion of results.

1

2

4

-3

32

Flexibility in evaluation design/methodology to fit client needs and budget.

-2

3

-1

1

33

Focus on client over strict methodological purity.

-2

-3

0

3

34

Valuing both experiential knowledge and knowledge produced through
systematic inquiry.

-1

2

-2

1

35

Balancing between evaluator professional responsibilities and duties, and
stakeholder voice and contributions.

-2

2

-1

0

36

Discussing and determining everyone’s respective roles in the evaluation
(both evaluators and stakeholders).

0

2

3

-1

37

Encouraging stakeholders to think more deeply about the program and
supporting their ability to do so.

-1

-1

3

-3

38

Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding
program quality.

-3

-3

-4

0

39

Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider
complex variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
Shared/constructed understanding is emphasized, rather than empirical
evidence.

4

0

0

2

0

-2

-3

-2

40
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Appendix I
Factor 1 Array
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

4
9

3
16
38

10
17
32
33
35

6
8
13
25
34
37

(2 Statements)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

2
5
11
12
24
28
36
40

1
7
15
23
26
31

18
19
21
29
30

14
22
27

(8)
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(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

20
39
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Appendix J
Factor 2 Array
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

12
23

22
33
38

1
3
9
25
40

4
16
20
21
29
37

(2 Statements)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

10
8
13
26
18
30
27
39

2
11
17
19
24
28

6
31
34
35
36

14
15
32

(8)
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(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

5
7
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Appendix K
Factor 3 Array
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

4
38

1
26
40

8
22
28
29
34

2
3
17
27
32
35

(2 Statements)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

14
19
23
24
25
30
33
39

6
10
11
13
16
20

7
9
12
18
21

5
36
37

(8)
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(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

15
31
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Appendix L
Factor 4 Array
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

9
10

12
31
37

2
4
13
25
40

14
15
21
26
28
36

(2 Statements)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

5
8
16
17
20
27
35
38

3
19
24
30
32
34

1
11
22
23
39

18
29
33

(8)
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(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

6
7
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Appendix M
Factor 1 Bipolar Perspective Array
Least
essential
(1)
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

-3

-2

-1

20
39

14
22
27

18
19
21
29
30

1
7
15
23
26
31

(2 Statements)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0

+1

+2

+3

2
5
11
12
24
28
36
40

6
8
13
25
34
37

10
17
32
33
35

3
16
38

(8)
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(6)

(5)

(3)

Most
Essential
(9)
+4

(2 Statements)

4
9
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Appendix N
Researcher Crib Sheets
Factor 1 Crib Sheet
Statements Ranked at (+4) in this Factor
Evaluators are culturally responsive to stakeholders.
20
39
Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
Statements Ranked Higher in this Factor than in any other Factor
14
Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who participate in
collaborative evaluation. +3 (tie with f2)
Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
19
inclusiveness. +2
21
Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over. +2 (tie
with f3)
22
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…). +3
26
Rather than doing projects to or for targeted groups; doing projects with them. +1
27
Power inequities among stakeholder groups are explicitly addressed. +3
30
Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders. +2
Shared/constructed understanding is emphasized, rather than empirical evidence. 0
40
Statements Ranked Lower in this Factor than in any other Factor
3
Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more distractions). -3
Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
5
evaluators. 0 (tie with f4)
6
All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
the evaluation. -1
7
Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators. +1
Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders. 0
11
16
Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder input and
which do not. -3
17
Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined. -2
24
Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable. 0 (tie
with f3)
32
Flexibility in evaluation design/methodology to fit client needs and budget. -2
35
Balancing between evaluator professional responsibilities and duties, and stakeholder
voice and contributions. -2
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Statements Ranked at (-4) in this Factor
4
A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
9
Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
Additional Statements Associated with this Factor
18
From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address. +2
The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups. +1
23
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Appendix O
Researcher Crib Sheets
Factor 2 Crib Sheet
Statements Ranked at (+4) in this Factor
Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
5
evaluators.
4
7
Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators. 4
Statements Ranked Higher in this Factor than in any other Factor
2
Ensuring a collective understanding that collaborative evaluation approaches require
more time and other resource to implement. 1
A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
-1
4
8
Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).0 (tie with f4)
14
Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who participate in
collaborative evaluation.
3 (tie with f1)
17
Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined.
1
Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable. 1 (tie
24
with f4)
28
Understanding stakeholder relationships to evaluands, particularly the power dynamics
between them.
1
32
Flexibility in evaluation design/methodology to fit client needs and budget.
3
34
Valuing both experiential knowledge and knowledge produced through systematic
inquiry. 2
Balancing between evaluator professional responsibilities and duties, and stakeholder
35
voice and contributions.
2
Statements Ranked Lower in this Factor than in any other Factor
18
From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.
0
20
Evaluators are culturally responsive to stakeholders.
-1
21
Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over.
-1 (tie with f4)
22
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…). -3
30
Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders. 0 (tie with f3)
33
Focus on client over strict methodological purity. -3
39
Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
0 (tie with f3)
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Statements Ranked at (-4) in this Factor
12
Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program evaluation processes.
-4
23
The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups. -4
Additional Statements Associated with this Factor
3
Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more distractions). -2
All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
6
the evaluation. 2
9
Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
-2
11
Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders. 1
13
Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders about its
processes, procedures, and purposes. 0
15
Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are taken
seriously and mean something.
3
Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
19
inclusiveness. 1
31
Active stakeholder participation in evaluation decisions, processes, and the dissemination
and discussion of results.
2
Discussing and determining everyone’s respective roles in the evaluation (both evaluators
36
and stakeholders).
2
37
Encouraging stakeholders to think more deeply about the program and supporting their
ability to do so.
-1
38
Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding program
quality.
-3
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Appendix P
Researcher Crib Sheets
Factor 3 Crib Sheet
Statements Ranked at (+4) in this Factor
Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are taken
15
seriously and mean something.
4
31
Active stakeholder participation in evaluation decisions, processes, and the dissemination
and discussion of results.
4
Statements Ranked Higher in this Factor than in any other Factor
9
Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
2
Following the guidelines and principles of collaborative evaluation models as outlined by
10
AEA, CBPRE-E and similar groups. 1
12
Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program evaluation processes.
2
13
Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders about its
processes, procedures, and purposes. 1
16
Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder input and
which do not. 1
Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
21
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over. 2 (tie
with f1)
36
Discussing and determining everyone’s respective roles in the evaluation (both evaluators
and stakeholders).
3
37
Encouraging stakeholders to think more deeply about the program and supporting their
ability to do so.
3
Statements Ranked Lower in this Factor than in any other Factor
1
Democratic values, thinking, and approaches are privileged.
-3
8
Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).
-2
19
Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
inclusiveness. 0
24
Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable. 0 (tie
with f1)
26
Rather than doing projects to or for targeted groups; doing projects with them.
-3
27
Power inequities among stakeholder groups are explicitly addressed.
-1
28
Understanding stakeholder relationships to evaluands, particularly the power dynamics
between them. -2
29
Stakeholder strengths and gifts that might contribute to the evaluation are identified and
mapped.
-2
30
Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders. 0 (tie with f2)
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34
39
40

Valuing both experiential knowledge and knowledge produced through systematic
inquiry.
-2
Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
0 (tie with f2)
Shared/constructed understanding is emphasized, rather than empirical evidence. -3

Statements Ranked at (-4) in this Factor
A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
-4
4
38
Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding program
quality.
-4
Additional Statements Associated with this Factor
5
Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
evaluators.
3
6
All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
the evaluation. 1
7
Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators. 2
17
Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined.
-1
18
From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.
2
22
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…). -2
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Appendix Q
Researcher Crib Sheets
Factor 4 Crib Sheet
Statements Ranked at (+4) in this Factor
All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
6
the evaluation. 4
7
Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators. 4
Statements Ranked Higher in this Factor than in any other Factor
1
Democratic values, thinking, and approaches are privileged.
2
3
Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more distractions). 1
Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).0 (tie with f2)
8
11
Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders. 2
18
From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.
3
23
The diversity of the evaluation team is congruent with stakeholder groups. 2
Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable. 1 (tie
24
with f2)
29
Stakeholder strengths and gifts that might contribute to the evaluation are identified and
mapped.
3
33
Focus on client over strict methodological purity. 3
38
Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding program
quality.
0
Statements Ranked Lower in this Factor than in any other Factor
2
Ensuring a collective understanding that collaborative evaluation approaches require
more time and other resource to implement. -2
5
Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
evaluators.
0 (tie with f1)
13
Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders about its
processes, procedures, and purposes. -2
14
Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who participate in
collaborative evaluation.
-1
15
Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are taken
seriously and mean something.
-1
21
Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over.
-1 (tie with f2)
31
Active stakeholder participation in evaluation decisions, processes, and the dissemination
and discussion of results.
-3
36
Discussing and determining everyone’s respective roles in the evaluation (both evaluators
and stakeholders).
-1
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37

Encouraging stakeholders to think more deeply about the program and supporting their
ability to do so.
-3

Statements Ranked at (-4) in this Factor
9
Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
-4
10
Following the guidelines and principles of collaborative evaluation models as outlined by
AEA, CBPRE-E and similar groups. -4
Additional Statements Associated with this Factor
4
A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
-2
12
Stakeholders are empowered by virtue of learning about program evaluation processes.
-3
16
Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder input and
which do not. 0
Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
19
inclusiveness. 1
22
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…). 2
26
Rather than doing projects to or for targeted groups; doing projects with them.
-1
30
Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders. 1
Flexibility in evaluation design/methodology to fit client needs and budget.
1
32
34
Valuing both experiential knowledge and knowledge produced through systematic
inquiry.
1
Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
39
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
2
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Appendix R
Researcher Crib Sheets
Factor 1 Bipolar Perspective Crib Sheet
Statements Ranked at (+4) in this Factor
A commitment to evaluator objectivity.
4
9
Ensuring that with added emphasis of including stakeholders, evaluation rigor is not
sacrificed.
Statements Ranked Higher in this Factor than in any other Factor
3
Maintaining focus on evaluation goals (the more voices, the more distractions). +3
8
Collaboration must be mutually beneficial (all stakeholders and evaluators).
+1
10
Following the guidelines and principles of collaborative evaluation models as outlined by
AEA, CBPRE-E and similar groups. +2
Given increased complexity of CEA, evaluators should educate stakeholders about its
13
processes, procedures, and purposes. +1 (tie with f3)
16
Determining which evaluation decisions warrant or benefit from stakeholder input and
which do not. +3
Stakeholders’ readiness to engage in collaborative work is determined.
+2
17
35
Balancing between evaluator professional responsibilities and duties, and stakeholder
voice and contributions.
+2 (tie with f2)
Emphasis on improving work processes, rather than on better understanding program
38
quality.
+3
40
Shared/constructed understanding is emphasized, rather than empirical evidence. 0
Statements Ranked Lower in this Factor than in any other Factor
Clear and consistent multi-directional communication among all stakeholders and
5
evaluators.
0 (tie with f4)
6
All stakeholders are committed to both speaking and listening to each other throughout
the evaluation. +1 (tie with f3)
7
Understanding that trust is crucial and should be intentionally nurtured amongst all
stakeholders and evaluators. -1
11
Creating a shared vision for evaluation amongst all stakeholders. 0
14
Ensuring the safety/protection of traditionally vulnerable stakeholders who participate in
collaborative evaluation.
-3
15
Stakeholder involvement and contributions are not simply symbolic, but are taken
seriously and mean something.
-1 (tie with f4)
18
From the stakeholders’ own perspectives, understanding the historical context of the
community and its challenges that program(s) are designed to address.
-2
Understanding the culture of the stakeholders including factors such as diversity and
19
inclusiveness. -2
21
Stakeholders are trained so their collective capacity develops with the intention of them
being able to continue evaluation work themselves when the collaboration is over. -2
22
The evaluation team is diverse (gender diversity, culture diversity, etc.…). -3 (tie with f2)
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24
27
29
30

Strong evaluator facilitation skills so that stakeholder participation is equitable. 0 (tie
with f3)
Power inequities among stakeholder groups are explicitly addressed.
-3
Stakeholder strengths and gifts that might contribute to the evaluation are identified and
mapped.
-2 (tie with f3)
Representation of a diverse body of stakeholders. -2

Statements Ranked at (-4) in this Factor
20
Evaluators are culturally responsive to stakeholders.
39
Critical reflection through which stakeholders question, doubt, and consider complex
variables, including their own biases and assumptions.
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